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SUMMARY 
A study of low Reynolds number flow past an infinite row of 
circular cylinders with constant radial suction mass flux at the 
cylinder walls was carried out by a finite difference numerical method. 
A pure fluid and a binary solution were studied separately to determine 
the characteristic flow parameters at Reynolds number of 0.1 to 1.0 
and opening ratios of 1.25, 1.50 and 1.75-
Because of the difficulty of modeling the whole flow field, 
a surface-interaction model is proposed. In this model, each 
cylinder is assumed to be surrounded by a rectangular envelope of 
fluid and uncoupled from the flow field. The value of the opening 
ratio is used to locate the centerline between the cylinders. In 
order to examine closely the region near the cylinder wall, the flow 
field of the model was transformed from the cylindrical grid system 
into a rectangular grid system with the centerline becoming a curved 
boundary. 
The governing Navier-Stokes equations and the diffusion equation 
were modified at the grid points near the curved boundaries. The 
stream function and the vorticity were introduced to reduce the 
complexity of the equations of motion. The resulting fourth-order 
partial differential equation (PDE) was split into two second-order 
PDEs which were then approximated by finite difference equations. 
Hence the values of the stream function and the vorticity were con-
sidered as point functions at the grid points. The successive over-
xiv 
relaxation (SOR) method together with empirical relaxation factors 
were employed to achieve fast rates of convergence in the calculations. 
Further flow characteristic parameters were then calculated 
from the known values of the stream function and the vorticity. The 
flow patterns are almost symmetrical fore and aft with no radial mass 
flux at the wall at low Reynolds numbers. As the Reynolds number 
increases the vorticity is drifted farther downstream by convection. 
The maximum surface vorticity and the maximum rate of change of 
surface pressure occurred at 90 from the front stagnation point. 
With radial suction mass flux, the curved streamlines move 
closer to the cylinders, their locations being dependent upon the 
magnitude of the radial suction flux. As the suction velocity at the 
surface increases, the asymmetry becomes more pronounced and affects 
the flow near the body. In all cases the pressure drag had mors 
effect on the total drag than the friction drag due to the presence 
of the neighboring tubes. 
For the binary solution study, the Crank-Nicholson implicit 
finite difference method along with some of the techniques which were 
found to be useful in dealing with irregular grid spacings was 
employed to approximate the convective diffusion equation. The total 
Nusselt number was found to increase slowly in the upstream direction. 
It reached its maximum at the minimum clearance between the cylinders, 
and then decreased sharply. The contribution of the rear region to 
the overall mass transfer is very small. The overall Nusselt number 
can be approximated by 
XV 
Nu ..../6c1/3 = 1.53 R1/3 + k, (for Pt=1.75) overall' 1 
and 
Nu ,-,/Sc1/3 = 1.68 R1/3 + k0 (for Pt=1.50) overall' 2 ' 
where k, and k„ depend on the magnitude of the radial suction mass 
flux. 
Over the entire Reynolds number range investigated, characteris-
tic flow parameters, such as the drag coefficient, pressure coefficient, 
streamline pattern and Nusselt number, compare favorably with available 
experimental data and numerical solution results. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in membrane technology have stimulated the 
development of separation processes using single or multiple hollow-
fiber tubes in which the fluid mixture to be separated flows perpen-
dicular to the tube or tubes at low Reynolds numbers. To aid in the 
design of such process, this study was undertaken to determine the 
fluid dynamics and mass transfer mechanisms which occur in low 
Reynolds number flow past an infinite row by cylinders with constant 
radial suction mass flux at the surface. 
Literature Survey 
One Cylinder 
Theoretical Study. For years, many investigators have studied 
the case of viscous, incompressible flow at low Reynolds number past 
circular cylinders. Because of the difficulty of finding an analytic 
solution to the complete Navier-Stokes equations, Stokes^ neglected 
the convective terms in the equations, thereby obtaining a linear 
governing equation for the stream function. No solution could be 
found to satisfy the uniform free stream condition far from the body. 
(2) 
This is the famous Stokes' paradox. Oseen suggested approximating 
the inertia terms by their linearized forms valid far from the body. 
(3) 
Soon thereafter, LamV solved Oseen's equations, employing an 
approximate boundary condition at the body surface. This work was 
2 
(h) 
extended by Tomotika and Aoi . Their r e s u l t s showed t h a t a p a i r 
of s tanding eddies were formed behind the cy l inde r even a t a Reynolds 
(5) number of 0 .05 . Yamadav concluded t h a t Oseen 's equat ion i s v a l i d 
only a t very low Reynolds numbers. Hence Tomotika and Ao i ' s r e s u l t s 
are wrong. 
With the a id of a high speed d i g i t a l computer, Thorn was the 
f i r s t to solve numer ica l ly the Navier-Stokes equat ions us ing approx i -
mation methods. He div ided the fou r th -o rde r d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ion i n 
the stream funct ion i n t o two second-order e q u a t i o n s . After 
approximating both e l l i p t i c p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ions with f i n i t e 
d i f f e r e n c e e q u a t i o n s , s o l u t i o n s for the stream funct ion and the 
v o r t i c i t y were obta ined us ing an i t e r a t i o n technique a t Reynolds 
(7) 
numbers of 10 and 20. Kawaguti did a similar study at a Reynolds 
number of kO. 
When a viscous fluid flows past a circular cylinder in an 
infinite domain, the outer boundary is considered to be at infinity. 
Accurate results of the flow parameters are obtained using an extrapola-
z-o'v 
tion procedure. Hamielec and Raal found that the drag coefficient 
should be a monotonic function of the outer bound of the computation 
(9) 
f i e l d . This f ind ing was considered inadequate by K e l l e r and Takami ' 
who assumed t h a t the drag c o e f f i c i e n t should f i t a q u a d r a t i c polynomial 
i n l / r ( i . e . CL = a + a n / r + a 0 / r where r i s the o u t e r boundary ' c ° x D o 1 °° 2' °° °° 
p o s i t i o n ) . L a t e r , Wu s tud ied numer ica l ly the flow p a s t a c y l i n d e r 
with cons tan t r a d i a l suc t ion mass f lux a t the surface and used a f i n i t e 
d i f f e r ence method to solve the Navier-Stokes equat ions and the d i f f u -
s ion equa t ion . He found t h a t the drag c o e f f i c i e n t i s a l i n e a r funct ion 
3 
of the reciprocal of the radial position of the outer boundary Yro. 
With surface mass transfer, Wu found that the surface pressure 
distribution is relatively insensitive to the effect of the radial 
suction flux at low Reynolds numbers. The drag coefficient 
increases as the suction flux is increased. The friction drag also 
increases more rapidly than the pressure drag does. The maximum 
local Nusselt number occurred at the front stagnation point, then 
decreased with increasing distance from there and would continue to 
decrease if there were no flow separation which occurred above a 
Reynolds number of 7.0. The overall Nusselt number was found to be 
approximated by 
Nu ,-,/Sc1/3 = b + 0.75 R1/2 overall' 
where b depends on the magnitude of the radial suction flux. 
Experimental Study. Taneda^ ' photographed the flow pattern 
and obtained the Reynolds number above which separation occurs and the 
(12) 
length of the standing vortices behind the cylinder. Trittonv 
observed the bending of quartz fibers in a stream at Reynolds numbers 
of 0.5 to 100 and measured, extensively and carefully, the drag 
(13) 
coeff icient . Nishioka and Sato measured the veloci ty in the flow 
field behind a c i rcular cylinder a t Reynolds numbers of 10 to 80. 
(9) 
Their results showed good agreement with Keller and Takami's solutionv ' 
at low Reynolds numbers and fair agreement at high Reynolds numbers. 
Multiple Cylinders 
(Ik) 
Theoretical Study. Fujikawa ' used Oseen's l inearized 
equations of motion in an early study to simplify the case of crossflow 
k 
past two cylinders. He found that on increasing the distance between 
the cylinders, the drag on one cylinder increased and approached that 
of a single cylinder in an unlimited stream. In 1957 3 Tamada and 
(15) 
Fujikawa studied the steady two-dimensional flow of a viscous fluid 
past an infinite row of equal parallel circular cylinders regularly 
spaced. They found that the interference effect among the cylinders 
in the row was appreciable at low Reynolds numbers and predicted that 
there is an essential difference between the cases when the number 
of cylinder is infinite and when large but finite. In the latter 
case, the flow may pass round the system of cylinders, leaving the 
fluid inside the system almost at rest. Thus in such a case the drag 
on a cylinder inside the system is expected to be very small. 
Kuwabara used a zero vorticity model for the study of a 
viscous flow through randomly distributed parallel cylinders at small 
(17) Reynolds numbers. Almost at the same time, Happel proposed a 
free-surface model to solve the problem of creeping flow normal to 
arrays of cylinders and calculated the forces at the surfaces of the 
cylinders. Both models have been used in solving complicated problems. 
Considering each cylinder from an assemblage of uniform circular 
/ -i O \ 
cylinders separately, LeClair and Hamielec^ introduced a surface-
interaction model to study the interaction effect between the cylinders. 
The resulting drag and heat transfer coefficients for assemblages of 
cylinders showed satisfactory agreement with other experimental data 
for fiber bundles and tube banks. 
(19) IshiharaN ' studied the case of steady flow across banks of 
tubes arranged in-line at Reynolds numbers of 1 to 100 and pitch 
5 
ratios of 1.25 and 1.50. He found that there are eddy regions between 
the tube rows at all Reynolds numbers studied, but the wake-bubble 
behind the last (i.e. the third )tube row appears only after the Reynolds 
number exceeds 20. He also found that for all rows the ratio of the 
form drag to the total drag is almost constant at approximately 0.7 
for Pt (pitch ratio) = 1.50 and approximately 0.8 for Pt = 1.25. 
He concluded that no simplified flow model would be satisfactory in 
predicting the friction factor of the tube bank. 
Experimental Study. Most experiments reported are for turbulent 
flow. The most extensive and useful data came from the University 
of Delaware research program. It was designed to provide 
correlations between fluid friction and heat transfer for flow across 
tube banks at Reynolds numbers in the turbulent regime. Correlations 
are presented in graphical form for different tube layouts. 
(21) 
Recently, Honjix studied two-dimensional laminar wakes of 
multiple cylinders aligned in a row normal to the flow using visualiza-
tion techniques. He observed that an isolated symmetrical vortex 
pair formed at a distance downstream. The length of standing eddies 
behind the cylinder group increases with the Reynolds number based on 
the width of the group and decreases with the opening ratio and the 
Reynolds number based on the diameter of a single cylinder. 
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CHAPTER II 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
The system considered consists of a binary solution of 
component B (say, water) and component A (salt)* and a single row of 
an infinite number of equal circular porous-walled cylinders of 
infinite length. When the solution flows past the cylinders, 
component B is sucked, uniformly but not completely, through the 
wall into the cylinder and component A is rejected outside completely. 
Other assumptions are as follows: 
(1) The flow is steady, isothermal and two-dimensional 
with uniform approaching stream velocity and 
concentration 
(2) The fluid is Newtonian with constant physical 
properties (i.e. viscosity, density and diffusivity). 
(3) The Schmidt number is high (Sc for a dilute salt-
water solution at 25 C is 5&0). 
(h) There is no wall slip in the case of no radial suction mass flux. 
Fluid Flow Equations 
Under these assumptions, the governing differential equations 
in cylindrical coordinates (see Figure l) can be expressed as 
Component A may not be present when the case of no radial suction 
mass flux is considered. 
Figure 1. Cylindrical Coordinate System. 
-<i 
8 
Equation of Continuity 
Bv v _ dv. 
-4 + 4 + ~, *£ = 0 (2-1) 
?x r' r' ^9 v ' 
Equation of Motion i n the r - d i r e c t i o n 
3v Vn dv v 0 
/ r 8 r B > dp 
P( v r ^5P + P" W " P~ ^ " dr̂  
2 2 
S v n dv v d v 0 dvQ 
. • ,/ £ . 1 r __r 1 r _2_ __6 * 
M \ ,2 r ' d P ,2 " r ' ~~d"S~ ,2 3 F " ; 
dr r ' r ' 
Equation of Motion i n the 6-Direc t ion 
dve ve Bve V _ 
rr d r ' + r ' ^9 r ' r ' d9 
( o e e r e i dp 
P( v - 3 - r - + —— — - = - - - -* 
(2-2) 
(2-3) 
(tll 1^*21 JL fie _2_
 dvr > 
+ ^ . ,2 + rT dr r " ,2 ,2 __2 ,2 d9 ; 
dr ' r ' r d9 r ' 
9 
Dimensionless Forms of Flow Equations 
In the general case, the uniform approaching velocity U 
and a cylinder radius a were chosen as reference quantities. The 
dimensionless variables can be expressed as 
V = v /U Vfl= vf i/U V = v /U 
•£ ¥' oo y y / oo o O ' o o 
P = p/puf, R = 2aUop/Li r = r ' / a 
where R i s the Reynolds number based on the diameter of a c y l i n d e r . 
S u b s t i t u t i n g the above dimensionless v a r i a b l e s i n t o Equations 
(2-1) through ( 2 - 3 ) , the dimensionless forms of the equat ions of 
c o n t i n u i t y and motion become 
(2-*0 
Equation of Con t inu i ty 
*Vr V,r 1 W 0 
__£ + _Jf + i —H. = o (2-5) 
ar r r ^9 v J) 
Equation of Motion i n the r - d i r e c t i o n 
av v f l av v .
2 
v — + — r - - ~ 
dr r a© •" r " dr 
a2v av v _ a2v 
2 / r 1_ r _r_ 1 r 
+ R 9 r 2 r 9 r " r 2 r 2 9 e
2 ( 2 " 6 ) 




Equation of Motion i n the 8 -P i r ec t i on 
*ve ve av vrve 1 s p 
v —=r- + -— -^ + r B  r d6 r r a8 
2 ( EL + i 8 . _ a + J _ § + J - _ £ ) (2-7) 
R l . 2 r Br 2 2 . Q 2 2 ' ^ " 
Br r r 39 r B9 
Pimensionless Forms of Equations of Motion i n Terms 
of the Stream Funct ion and V o r t i c i t y 
In t roduc ing the stream funct ion \|r defined as 
V = - i 21 
r r 99 
V = 5i 
6 3r 
(2-8) 
the equat ion of c o n t i n u i t y (2-5) i s s a t i s f i e d . C r o s s - d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g 
the equat ions of motion, i n the r - and 8 - d i r e c t i o n s , wi th r e s p e c t t o 
9 and r , r e s p e c t i v e l y , the terms con ta in ing the p r e s s u r e 
components can be e l i m i n a t e d , g iv ing (as shown on the fol lowing 
page) . 
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vS + * ( | 1 | - . | 1 3 ) v
2* = 0 (2-9) 
2r x 09 dr dr d9 Y 
2 
where V i s the Laplacian o p e r a t o r def ined as 
^ X + i i +JL BL 
V „ 2 r or 2 2 
Br r 09 
Defining the v o r t i c i t y C, i n d imens ionless form, as 
Q = V2i|r (2-10) 
Equation (2-9) then can be rewritten as 
^ + i (I i- | |"- <*•*> 
Since most of the interesting phenomena occur in the opening 
between the cylinders and in the region near the surfaces, a careful 
examination of this region can be achieved by defining the radial 
distance as 
r = eZ (2-12) 
Setting 0 = x and substituting Equation (2-12) in Equations 
(2-11), (2-10) and (2-8), the resulting dimensionless flow equations 
can be rewritten in terms of the new set of dependent variables 
(\|f, C, z and x) as follows: 
Stream Function Equation 
J ^ - + A + 5 ( 2 l * . . M i C ) ,2_13) 
a 2 . 2 2 l 3x Sz az 3xj K i} 
ox dz 
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Vort ic i ty Equation 
24 + 2 4 = e
2z C (2-14) 
dx dz 
Velocity Equation 
v = i_ si 
x z dz 
e 
v = - - ̂  
z z dx 
e 
(2-15) 
Geometry and Boundary Conditions 
Because of the difficulty of modeling the whole flow field, 
a surface-interaction model is proposed. In this model, each 
cylinder is assumed to be surrounded by a rectangular envelope of 
fluid and uncoupled from the flow field. The interaction effect 
causes the boundary near the cylinder to coincide with the upper 
symmetry line which is considered to extend to infinity. The value 
of the opening ratio (Pt) is used to lcc ate the upper symmetry line 
and the stream function on this boundary is equal to Pt. The uniform 
flow condition is satisfied on the outer boundary far from the cylinder. 
Zero vorticity condition is set on the boundary except on the tube 
surface where the vorticity is determined by the stream function. 
With suction, an additional term is added on the boundary 
condition to allow for the effect of mass transfer on the flow field. 
This effect depends on the magnitude of the surface mass velocity 
and the opening ratio. 
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The geometry of h a l f ot the model and the boundary cond i t ions 
involved i n the computation a re i l l u s t r a t e d i n the schematic diagram 
of Figure 2 . The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c l eng th i s the r a d i u s a and for 
s i m p l i c i t y a i s assumed equal to 1 . The d i s t a n c e between t h e upper 
and lower symmetry l i n e s i s the opening r a t i o P t . 
The fol lowing boundary cond i t ions a r e as fol lows: 
Tube Surface 
a t z = 0, V ( z . x ) = V . 
and 
( V z ( z , x ) = o ) * 
V x ( z , x ) = 0 
thus ilf = -V x , 
Y o ' 
(* = 0) 
and 2 2. 
r = ±1 + 11 t> 2 2 
dx dz 
Incoming and Outgoing Flow 
a t z = °°, V ( z . x ) = -cosx 
z 
and V ( z . x ) = s inx 
x ' 
thus i|f = e s inx - V x5 
o 
(\|f = e sinx) 
and C = 0 
#-
The boundary conditions enclosed in parentheses are for the case of 
no radial suction mass flux at the surface. 
Jl = e s inx 
C = 0 
upper symmetry 
' l i n e 
Figure 2 . Geometry and Boundary Condi t ions 
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Upper Symmetry Line 
a t z = In ( P t / s i n x ) 5 * = Pt - VQTT/2, 
u = P t ) 
and c = 0 
Lower Symmetry Line 
a t x = 03 * = 0 
and c = 0 
a t x = TT , * = "V> 
(t = 0) 
and Q = 0 
Diffusion Equation and Boundary Condi t ions 
The equation of continuity of component A (salt ) in the 
binary solution can be expressed as 
^ + !i_ !^A ,£PA 1 ^A 
Vr dr r 69 { ^ 2 r dr 
p dr 
1 h PA x (2"l6) 
r dO 
with the boundary c o n d i t i o n s : 
Incoming and Outgoing Flow 
a t r = co, P A ( r ,9 ) = pAoo 
Upper Symmetry Line 
Since no mass transfer occurs across the axis of symmetry 
at r = - £ $ _ , S?A n 
sing -gj = 0 
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where dp./dn is the normal derivative of the mass concentration of 
component A. 
Lower Symmetry Line 
at 9 = 0, 5pA 
de 
Tube Surface 
According to F i c k ' s f i r s t law of d i f f u s i o n , the mass f lux of 
component A a t the su r face of the cy l i nde r can be expressed as 
5u)A 
nn = u). (n. + ri ) - p # ( - r - ) (2-17) 
Ao Aox Ao Bo' K v dr r=a v J 
Since component A is not sucked into the cylinder through the wall, 
n. must be zero. From the definitions of n^ = pv and u)A = p»/p, Ao Bo r o A A' ' 
Equation (2-17) becomes 
-i- (^ ) ^ 
PA dr r=a & 
Dimensionless Forms of Diffusion Equation and Boundary Condit ions 
Defining the dimensionless mass c o n c e n t r a t i o n as 
C = V V 
the d i f fu s ion equa t ion toge the r wi th i t s boundary cond i t i ons can be 
made d imensionless and becomes 
v r s 7 + r d e - p i ' ( 7 T + 7 d 7 + T ^ 2 ) ( 2" l 8 ) 
or r oy 





at 9 = o3 
at r = 1 , 
C ( r , 9 ) = 1.0 
dO 
zz 1 1 
dn 
df! 
Z2 ( i 
de ?W 
1 dC o 
c dr 9 
(2-19) 
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where Pe i s t h e P e c l e t number d e f i n e d a s 
Pe = 2 a U o / & 
Further simplification of Equation (2-l8) is made by assuming 
that diffusion in the angular direction can be neglected at high 
(22) 
Schmidt numbers . Hence 
v |£ + _ a | £ = 2 ( a c + i | c ) (2.20) 
r or r op Pe or r dr 
Dimensionless Diffusion Equation in Terms of New Variables 
Setting 9 = x and substituting Equation (2-12) in Equations 
(2-20) and (2-19), the dimensionless diffusion equation may be 
expressed in terms of the new set of dependent variables (C, z and x) 
as follows: 
V eZ |g + V. eZ £ . |- i% (2-21) 
dz x dx Pe -̂ 2 
w i t h t h e b o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s : 
Incoming and Outgoing Flow 
a t z = °° i 
Upper Symmetry L ine 
After transformation: 
t h u s 
dC -z ,dC L dC . x 
T— = e (T—- c o s x + -r— s m x 
dn vdx dz 
a t z = I n ( P t / s i n x ) , | £ / | | = - t a n x ( 2 - 2 2 ) 
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Lower Symmetry Line 
at x = 0, ~ = 0 
Tube Surface 
1 SC a V o 
at z =°> c ^ = _F 
Other Flow C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
P ressure D i s t r i b u t i o n on the Surface of the Cylinder 
At the f ront s t a g n a t i o n l i n e , both V and ?iV /i}9 a r e equal 
9 -1-
to zero because of symmetry. The equat ion of motion i n the r - d i r e c t i o n 
i s s impl i f i ed to 
m ,._ „ ^2v n w • v n ^
2v 
r ' 3P _ 2_ / r 1_ __r _jr 1 r 
r ^r ?>r ~ R ^ 2 r dr " 2 r^"~ ^ 2 
or r o9 
2 ^e ' 
r 
Substituting Equation (2-8) into the above equation and rearranging 
gives 
v !LL + » = . -i (4) 
r Sr 3r Rr 36 e = 0 
2 
I n t e g r a t i n g with r e spec t to r and t ransforming with r = e , 
0 0 r 
Po " P» = I ( 1 " O + I I <#>fl n
dz <2"23> 
o y=u 
where P i s the p r e s s u r e a t the f ron t s t a g n a t i o n p o i n t of the 
cy l inde r and P^ i s the p r e s s u r e i n the p lane 9 = 0 fa r from the 
c y l i n d e r . 
Since Vfi and a l l d e r i v a t i v e s with r e s p e c t to 9 a r e zero on 
the sur face of the c y l i n d e r , the equat ion of motion in the 9 - d i r e c t i o n 
19 
i s simplified to 
V 
d v e i * P ? ^ a i d v n 
r dr r 39 ~~ R ^ 2 r dr 
On the sur face 
dV\ 
C (—- ) 





2 , dC ^ 
R (~5F j - V C z=o o z=o 
Integrating with respect to 9 
P - P = -o R 







where P i s the pressure at any point on the cylinder surface. 
Combining Equations (2-23) and (2-2^), the pressure d i s t r ibu -
tion around the cylinder surface can be expressed in terms of the 
pressure coefficient defined as 
P - P 




In past studies of low Reynolds number flows past submerged 
bodies, the drag coefficient has been one of the most carefully 
examined flow characteristics. The total drag coefficient is 
CD " CDP + CDF 
(2-26) 
where C and C are the pressure and the friction drag coefficients 
respectively given by the relations 
20 
r1 
CDp = 2 J PcosB d9 (2-27) 
o 
and 
CDF = | r £ z = 0 3 i n 9 d e (2-28) 
o 
A relation between the isothermal friction factor f and the 
(19) total drag coefficient C was reportedv ^' as 
f = ̂  (2-29) 
Mass-Transfer Coef f i c ien t 
I t i s convenient to express the r a t e of mass t r a n s f e r i n 
terms of the l o c a l mass - t r ans f e r c o e f f i c i e n t 
p, ° ' °<* ,BGv 
k x , l o c = " & a (C -C ) fe
}r=l 
The corresponding local Nusselt number for mass transfer is 
2 a k i i dn 
Nu =
 x;loc = _2( - i - -S. ) (p_3o) 
imloc C & V C-l Sr ;r=l k J ; 
and the overall Nusselt number is 
Nu n _ =' i I
 A Nun dA = -- . 




TECHNIQUE FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
It is difficult to obtain analytical solutions for flows over 
submerged objects beyond the creeping flow regime because of the 
presence of nonlinear convective effects and eddy formation behind 
the bodies. However, with the advent of high speed electronic 
computers, numerical approximation techniques, such as finite 
differences, finite element methods etc., are practical and powerful 
tools in theoretical research in fluid dynamics. These methods 
can (i) give the minute details of the flow phenomena, (ii) reduce 
the experimental effort needed for the evaluation of design para-
meters, and (iii) suggest new approaches to analytical solutions. 
However, they can also (i) result in serious errors if the step 
size used is not small enough or the convergence criteria required 
are not strict enough, and (ii) become very time-consuming in 
obtaining accurate results due to the limitation of the computer 
capacity available. 
System of Grid Points 
The flow field covered by the cylindrical grid system 
(Figure 3) can be transformed to the rectangular grid system 
(Figure h) by the relations 
u 









/ S S | 
x 
A 







Figure U. Rectangular Grid System, 
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z r = e 
9 = x 
Thus a grid point represented by ( l , j ) has the space coordinates 
x = IAx and z = JAz. The value of a var iable i s then considered as 
a point function on these grid poin ts , f = f(lAx, JAz). 
1, J 
In problems dealing with but one cylinder, the geometry i s so 
simple that regular grid points can be arranged to l i e on the boundaries. 
However, since in th is study par t of the boundary does not f a l l on 
regular grid points (Figure k), the boundary i s considered to be 
i r r egu la r . The boundary points can be placed into four categories and 
require individual treatment, as described in Figure 5. 
Approximation of Derivatives by Fini te Differences 
There are many f in i t e difference approximations for derivatives 
of different orders . The choice of the approximation to be used depends 
on the accuracy desired and the grid points involved. The following 
2 2 
different approximations of df/dx and 7) f/dx were employed in the 
governing flow equations, diffusion equation and boundary conditions 
a t each regular point: 
Two-point formula 
I ll,J = AT (fI+l,J -




i l \ 





— f — 
a 
Type I I 
a=l 
e<b <1 
f i g u r e 5 
Type IV 
0< | a |<e 
0< |b |<e 




I li,j = "SET < W fi-i;J)
 + ° ^ 
— I - ^~ ( Qf J- i i f f ) + 





^ >i,j = oAx- ("2fi-i,j " 3 f i , j + 6fi+i,j " tnej + 
0(Ax3) 
H ll , j = SEE (" l l fl,J + l8fl+l,J - ?fl+2,j - 2fI+3?J) + 
0(Ax3) 
Five-point formulas 
1 (fT „ T - 8 f L , T + 8fTJ, T - f T) + 0(AX
4) 
T T 12Ax
 v 1-2,J 1=1,J I+1,J 1+2,J 
I , J = i k ( - 3 f i - i , j - 1 0 f i , j + l 8 f i + i , j -
 6 f i + 2 ) J
 + f i + 3 j J
) + 
O(AJ^) 
I,J = i k (-25fi,j+ 4 8 f i + i ; J -
 3 6 f i + 2 ) J
 + l 6 f i + 3 , j -
 3 f i + M
} 
0(hxk) 
Three - p o i n t formula 
a2f 
&x I , J (Ax) 
(fTJ-. _ - 2f T + f_ . _) + 
2 v I + 1 , J I , J I - 1 , J 
0(Ax 2 ) 
where 0(Ax ) i s the t r u n c a t i o n e r r o r of the o rde r of Ax . For 
i r r e g u l a r boundary p o i n t s , the fol lowing were used: 




BDR * a ( l+a)A x 
t ^ 2 a > f B D R " ^ \ j + a 2 f I - l , J ] 
0(Ax 2 ) 
Bf 
*x ll ,J =^W, [fBDH " ^"KJ ' a 2 f I " l ? j )
 + ° ( A x 2 ) 
*x I - 1 , J = K I T a ^ t "fBDR + < l 4 * ) 2 f I , J " a ( 2 + a > f I - l , J ) 
0(Ax 2 ) 
Four-point formulas 
bf I 1 
s U = iirl2<2** + * X*- u~n^r ^ 
2 , „ . N2 p 2 , . . x2 
T - 1 , J " fI-2,J J 
+ 0 (0x 3 ) 
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i ll,J = s k ( J+fBDR " (l-a)(2+a)(2-3a)fI?J 
^ 2 (2 + a)f I . l j J + a
2 ( l + a) f I - 2 ? J j 
+ 0(Ax 3 ) 
lHl-:L,J = s E l2fBDR- d+a) 2 (2+a)f l 5 j 








 = n J r A ^ I fB»R + afi-i,J • (1+a)fi>J J + ° ( A x ) 
?>x 'I,J a(l+a)(Ax) ' ' 
where the subscript BDR refers to the quantity evaluated at the 
boundary, and a = fractional length of mesh size Ax and S = 2a 
(l+a)(2+a). 
2 2 
Similar formulas can be used for df/dz and d f/dz by making 
the appropriate change of the variable from x to z and from a to b 
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Finite Difference Forms of the Stream Function and 
Vorticity Equations and the Boundary Conditions 
According to the grid points involved, the finite difference 
forms of the governing flow equations can be subdivided into three 
main categories: 
I. Interior Points 
Using the approximation formulas with second order accuracy, 
Equations (2*ll+) and (2-13) with variable rectangular mesh sizes in 
the x- and z-directions may be expressed as follows: 
Y 
I , J 
2(1 + % ) 
Az 
Yi. + Y + (Y + Y ) 
I + 1 , J I - 1 , J ^ I , J + 1 I , J - 1 ; 
Ax A 2 2z r 
~~2 " A x e T J 






C + C + (C + C ) — 
bI+l,J feI-l,J ^I,J+1 fcljj-l' p 
Az 
[( R Ax H Az I X * I + 1 , J * I - 1 , J ' x I,J+1 I,J-1 Y. - Y ) (C -C ) T  T ' \ T TJ.1 T T 1 ' 
- i t - Y )(C -C ) 1 
*• I,J+1 I , J - 1 A I+1,J I-1,J ; J 
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or 
Y ' = y + 9L I Y - Y 
I , J " % J ' A 2 L *I+1,J ' ' 1 - l j J 
2 ( 1 + ^ ) 
Ax2 A 2 2 z ( 3 - D 
+ <V+ i
 + W TV *< e 6i,J Az' 
- 2 ( 1 + — ) Y 1 




c i , j = C I 3 J
 + 7~2 l c i + i , j
 + CI-I,J 
2(1 + % ) 
Az 
2 
+ ( C l ' J * 1 + C l ' J - l } ^7 (3-2) 
+ B" Az" L ^YI+1,J " Y I - 1 5 J ^ I , J + 1 " ^ I , J - 1 ^ 
- (Y - Y )(C - C )1 
v I , J+1 I , J -1 M W I+1 , J ^ I - l j j ' J 
Az ' 
where Of and 3 are relaxat ion factors (found by t r i a l ) . The 
successive over-relaxation method was introduced to achieve fast 
convergence. Some quant i ta t ive t es t s of this method against the ordinary 
i t e r a t i v e computation have been made. The r e su l t s indicated just what 
was expected - fewer i t e r a t i ons and less computing time. 
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II. Points Near the Left Half of the Upper Symmetry Line 
Substituting the approximation formulas for irregular boundary 
points into Equations (2-lU) and (2-13), there results 
Y'i ;J = V
 + ~ l?+k K
+ «i-isJ
 + (fVdYi;J-i) 
F 7̂ + a 
Ax2 1 . 2 2z - / 1 Ax2 1 s v 1 
Az ' Az ' 
and 








" <e<A " « W ) ( ^ B * * I , J - 1 " ^ 1 , j ) J 
- tC. 
where a = fractional length of mesh size Ax 
b = fractional length of mesh size Az 
c = l/(l+a) 
d = l/(l+b) 
e = l/a(l+a) 
f = l/b(l+b) 
g = l/e = a(l+a) 
h = l/f = b(l+b) 
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p = (l-a)/a 
q = (l-b)/b 
fc = -h- + I + 77ETT [ 9 ^ ' ^ . 3 ' P V> 
AZ " P («B " M I , J - 1 " ^ I , j 5 ] 
Since Y = Y£ = Y.^ and CA = C = C^ at the upper symmetry line, 
the following special cases of Equations (3-1) and (3-2) at th e 
various types of boundary points are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Special Cases at Boundary Points (Left Half). 
Type of 
Point (I,J) YA B ^A Q B a 
I 
I I 








I + 1 , J 
Y C 





I , J + 1 BDR I , J + 1 
a 1 
III. Points near the Right Half of the Upper Symmetry Line 
Changing the signs and the grid points involved in the 
approximation formula of df/dx for irregular boundary points and 
substituting into Equations (2-lU) and (2-13) there results the same 
equation for the stream function together with 
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C' = CI,J + I { Ax2" K + °£I+l,j]
 + f B + d«I,J-l 
1,J p" 
Az 
• it" 1(f 'B " b£i;J-i





1 = Hbr+ * - i f e tq(efA - «TM,J - p v } • p(fYi Ax% u i+(^) 
a(—*•) vAz' 
Az 
" *V.T>] 'I,J-1 ^ I,J' 
Similar cases in Table 1 can be applied to Equation (3-5) except Type 
II in which the subscript 1+1 should be changed to 1-1. 
It is necessary to estimate the vorticity distribution around 
the surface of the cylinder before further calculations can be made. 
This can be done by assuming the stream function ^ as a polynomial 
(23) function of z, as was done by Jenson 
2 "3 
Y = a+bz+cz +dz 
I,J 
Since Y n = -V x and V = 0(i.e. ^/"bz = 0) on the cylinder surface 1,1 o x ' 
(z = 0 ) , the polynomial function of z becomes 




From the boundary condition at z = 0, the vorticity distribution 
becomes 
<I,1 - { ^ Z & ^ } z=0 - 2C 
Solving simultaneously the equations for Y Y and Y 1 gives 
8Y - Y - 7V 
C 1 = _i£ 1 > 3 '*l,l (3.6) 
L}± 2Az 
Finite Difference Forms of the Diffusion Equation and 
the Boundary Conditions 
(2k) 
The Crank-Nicholson implicit finite difference method is 
used to approximate the diffusion equation over the first angular 
increment (i.e. 1=2). The numerical differentiation formulas employed 
are 
| c =
 c i + y ' V + D ( i x2) 
Sx Ax v ' 
dc _ j , (
ci+i,j+rci+i,j-_i +
 ci» J+i " c i , J - i ) + 0 fAz
2) 
Bz " 2 V 2Az + 2Az ; U l Z ; 
2 C 2C + C 
3 c 1 / I+1,J+1 I+1,JI+1,J>-1 
^z 2 " 2 ^ Az2 
CI?J+1 -
 2°I,J + CI?J-1 } + 0 ( A z 2 } 
Az 
Substituting these approximating formulas into Equation (2-2l) the 
following finite difference equation is obtained: 
3̂  
< T 1 + T 3 ) CI+1,J-1 "
 ( 2 T 1 + TI+)CI+13J
 + ( T 1 • T3)CI+1,J+1 
- (Tl + T3)C _ . + (2T1 - TU)C_ _ - (Tl - T3)CT TM1 
±jd-J- l , d ± , J + ± 
(3-7) 
where 
Tl = l/(PeAz2) 
T3 - eZ(V + V )/(8Az) 
ZI+1,J I ,J 
TU= eZ(V + V )/(2Ax) 
^ l j J % J 
At the front stagnation line (l=l), the above equation can be simplified to 
(Tl + T2)C - 2T1 C. _ + (Tl - T2)C, T n = 0 
1,J-1 1,J ' 1,J+1 
w h e r e T2 = e \ /(^Az) 
Z1,J 
Because of the characteristics of the implicit procedure and 
the existence of the irregular boundary, further calculations from 
this point will be subdivided into three cases. The differentiation 
formulas together with the finite difference approximations of 
Equation (2-21) can be expressed as follows: 
I . Interior Points 
• j£= 3 ° m ' J " \ J + ^ ^ + 0(Ax
2) 
dx 2Ax x ' 
|£ = ° I + I ' J + I : C I + I > J - X + 0(Az
2) 
dz 2Az ' 
P C PC + C 
a c i+i . j+i - I + I , J i + i . j - i n , A 2, — - = 2 — i 2 + 0 ( A z ) 
3z Az 
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(2T1 + T3/2) C J - ; L -(UT1 + 3 T V 2 ) C I + 1 J 
+ (2T1 - T3/2) C I + 1 ? J + 1 - (TV2) C I - 1 ? J - 2CI?J 
I I . Po in t s near the Upper Symmetry Line i n the Upstream 
SC 3CH,H -*™*h + g ^ - i , 2 
ac ( I ^ ^ ^ K + t 2 ^ - d^) 2 c I + 1 ) J 2 
-— = 2 2 + 0(Az J 
dZ b(l+b)Az 
From Equation (2-2U) the concen t r a t i on on the boundary i s 
(UTB1)CITPZT - (TBI) CITP2T n + t an (x ) [-b
2C_,n _ 1 
.-, _ l 1 — 1 1 "• 1 j J ~-L 
B D R 3 TBI + (1 + 2b) t an (x ) 
+ ( l + b > 2 c i - n , j ] 
(3-8) 
where b = f r a c t i o n a l l eng th of mesh s i z e Az 
TBI = b(l+b)Az/2Ax 
CITPZ = the i n t e r p o l a t e d va lue of the concen t r a t i on i n the r a d i a l 
d i r e c t i o n . 
The governing diffusion equation can be expressed as 
2 2 
[b TB2 + b TB3 + b TB5 tan (x)] C I + 1 J__1 
- [(b2-l) TB2 + (l+b)TB3 + 3TB4 + (l+b)2 TB5 tan(x)] C! ' (3-9) 
1 > 1.} J 
= TB̂+ • (C_ .. _ - 4C_ ) + TB1TB5(4CITPZT - CITPZT ) 
J . - - L j J X j J 1 1 ~"JL 
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where 
TB2 = eZV / [b( l+b)Az] 
Z I + 1 , J 
TB3 = k/ll>e b(l+b)Az ] 
TB̂ 4 = eZV /2Ax 
TB5 = (TB2-TB3)/[3TB1 + (l+2b) t a n ( x ) ] 
I I I . Po in t s Near the Symmetry Line i n the Downstream 
hc 3 0 ^ - toTEZ^ + C I T P ^ 
= — + 0(AX ) 
d X 2Ax 
*C 2 ( 2 ^ S + ^ CBDR - » ^ ) 2 ( 2 + g )
2 ] C I + 1 > J + 
hz 2S(1+S)(2 + S) Az 
, 2 . 2 , „ r„2,^ „ x 2 
[ 2 ( 2 + S ) V ] C T ^ T n • [ s * ( l + S f ] C 
+ 0 I + 1 , J - 1 I + l , J - 2 n , \ 
S i m i l a r l y , the concen t ra t ion on the boundary can be obta ined as 
CBDR = I t a n « [ S 1" S 2 ' CI+1,J - 2 S 2 S 2 2 CI+1,J-1 
+ s 2 s i 2 c I + l j J _ 2 ] + TB6 (I+CITPZI+2 - C I T P Z I + 3 ) } / 
[3TB6 + 2tan(x)(2-+6s + 3S2)] 
where 
g = d i s t a n c e between the boundary and the p o s i t i o n - f i x e d boundary 
p o i n t s (see Figure h). 
Si = S + 1 
S2 = S + 2 
SB = (S)(S2) TB6 = (SB) Az/Ax 
The governing diffusion equation becomes 
[TB12 S12S22 + TB8 (6 + 7S - S3) + 3TB9 
- TB7 SI S2 (2 - 3S)] CI+1 j 
(3-10) 
- [2TB12 S2S22 + kTB7 S2S2 + 2 TB8 S (h - S2)] C. 
I + 1 , J - 1 
+ [TB12 S 2 S1 2 •+ TB7 S2S1 + TB8 S ( l - S 2 ) ] C I + 1 J - 2 
= TB9 {hCx j - C ) *- TB6 TB11 (k CITPZ^+2 - CITPZ^ ) 
where 
TB7 = eZV /2(SB)Az 
ZI+1,.J 
TB8 = 2 / [Pe(SB)(Az) 2 ] 
TB9 = eZV /2Ax 
* I+1 , J 
TB11 = (hTB7 - 6TB8)/[3TB6 + 2tan(x)(2+6S+3S 2 ) ] 
TB12 = (TBl l ) t an (x ) 
Note t h a t , i n the l a s t two c a s e s , the p o i n t s of type I I I were 
neglec ted due to the use of a r e g u l a r s t ep s i z e i n the angular 
d i r e c t i o n . 
At the l a s t angular increment , the Crank-Nicholson method i s 
modified to approximate the d i f fus ion equat ion over the p o i n t s near 
the boundary: 
(2TBafi-BCP)CI+ - (ACP)C _x + ( E C ) C I + 1 ) J _ 2 
= (BCP)C _ + (ACP)CT _ n - (EC)CT T „ + 12TB15 - 8TB14 




ACP = US2(S2XTBli+) + 2S(U-S2)(TB15) 
BCP = (Sl)(S2)(2-3S)(TBlU) - (6+79-S3)(TB15) + TBl6 
EC = S 2 (S l ) (TBlM + S(1-S2)(TB15) 
with 
TBl^ = eZ(V + V )/(SB)(8Az) 
Z I + 1 3 J
 Z I , J 
TB15 = l / (SB)(PeAz 2 ) 
TB16 = eZ(V + V ) /(2Ax) 
X I + 1 , J X I 3 J 
Table 2 summarizes the various difference systems used for 
Equation (2-23). 
Computational Procedures 
The computer program used to perform the calculations is presented 
in Appendix C, The desired quantity is obtained through the following 
steps: 
(1) In order to reduce the number of iterations needed, 
the initial guess of the stream function ¥ at each 
z 
interior point is set as Y = e sin x and the vorticity 
£ as C = 0 . Once a solution is obtained fo r a given 
Reynolds number, then this is used as the starting solution 
for the next lower value of Reynolds number. 
(2) Stream functions within the specified boundaries are 
first calculated roughly until the first convergence 
criterion is met. This occurs when the sum of the 
Table 2 . F i n i t e - D i f f e r e n c e Approximations to the Diffusion Equat ion. 
Mnemonic Scheme P o s i t i o n of P o i n t s Equation No. Remark 
T A J A Z 1 = 2 I n t e r i o r (3-6) 
Ax Az 
I = 3 to N I n t e r i o r (3-7) 
AX .bAz 
I = 3 to N/2 + 1 
Boundary i n Upstream (3-8) 
b < 1 
Ax 
•-—•—* 
bAz I = If/2 + 2 to N 
Boundary in Downstream (3-9) or 
b < 1 
b > 1 
Ax bAz I = N + 1 (3-10) b > 1 
to 
difference in the values of Y between two successive 
-3 
iterative steps is less than 1.0 x 10 
(3) The values of £ around the surface of the cylinder are 
then calculated by substituting the improved values 
of Y into Equation (3-6). 
(h) New values of Q around the surface of the cylinder are 
then calculated by substituting the improved values of Y 
and surface vorticity into Equation (3-2) with the 
appropriate boundary conditions. 
(5) Subsequently, new values of Y are then calculated by 
substituting the improved values of Q into Equation (3-1) 
with the appropriate boundary conditions. 
(6) Step (3) is repeated. 
(7) Repeat step (h) through (6) until the second convergence 
criterion is met. This occurs when the sums of the differ-
ence in the values of both Y and £ between two successive 
>i| 
iterative steps are less than 1.0x10 respectively. 
(8) Drag coefficients and surface pressure distribution are 
then calculated from the convergent values of the stream 
function and vorticity. 
(9) Angular and radial velocities (V and V ) are calculated 
x z 
from Equation (2-15) by using the differentiation 
approximation formulas of higher order. 
(10) The concentration on the cylinder surface, C , is guessed 
first to start the calculation of the concentration 
profile. 
(11) At each angular increment, the combined equations of 
diffusion for both in t e r io r and boundary points are 
written once. Their unknown coefficients can be arranged 
as a lower-triangular matrix. After s implif icat ion, 
(25) 
the Thomas method is employed to solve these 
special simultaneous equations (See Appendix A). 
• * 
(12) An improved value of C is then calculated from the 
last one of Equation (2-22) by substituting the 
results of step (ll). 
(13) Repeat steps (ll) and (12) for the points in the upstream 
until the change in C at each angular increment is 
less than 1.0 x 10 
(lU) In the downstream, the boundary concentration, CT(P.t), 
is calculated from Equation (2-22) which requires inter-
polating the predicted concentration over the next two 
angular increments. Therefore, repeat steps (ll) 
through (13) until changes in the vali es of the concen-
tration at each point in the downstream are less than 
1.0 x 10"5. 
(15) The local and overall Nusselt numbers are obtained using 
Equations (2-30) and (2-31). 
^2 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
With the aid of a Univac-1108 electronic digital computer, a 
series of calculations was made at Reynolds numbers from 0.1 to 1.0 
and opening ratios of 1.25, 1.50 and 1.75. For higher Reynolds 
numbers, the outer boundary position must be moved further out to 
obtain converged results. This requires larger core memory to 
accommodate the increase of grid points involved in the computation. 
Hence, calculations at Reynolds numbers of 2, 3 and 5 at different 
opening ratios were attempted but would not converge due to the 
insufficient core memory capacity (65K words, 36 bits/word). 
Partial differential equations of elliptical form, such as the 
stream function and vorticity equations, are usually solved by a 
successive over-relaxation technique. In order to achieve fast rates 
of convergence, a relaxation factor must be introduced. In regular 
domains, there are methods available for determining relaxation 
factors. However in irregular domains such as encountered in this 
study, there appears to be no method available for finding relaxation 
factors. Therefore, a trial and error technique was used. 
Various angular and radial step sizes were used to test the 
accuracy of the calculations. It was found that 60 grid points in the 
angular direction were sufficiently small to obtain excellent results. 
3̂ 
The presentation of the resu l t s are divided into two sections: 
zero rad ia l mass flux and constant r ad ia l suction mass flux. Since 
no resu l t s of the l a t t e r case are available for comparison, the study 
of zero rad ia l mass flux was undertaken to verify that the flow 
parameters obtained in the present study were in good agreement with 
those of other similar numerical studies and experimental inves t iga t ions . 
Zero fiadial Mass Flux 
Drag Coefficient 
Drag coefficients calculated in the present study together 
w i t h o t h e r r e l a t e d v a r i a b l e s a r e summarized i n T a b l e s 3 - 5 . I t i s 
known that the outer boundary posi t ion (r^) depends on the number 
of increments in both the angular and rad ia l d i rect ions (M and N). 
As the opening r a t i o gets smaller, the number N increases rapidly . 
The value of the opening r a t io i s divided evenly into a number of 
radia l increments (10 in a l l cases) and this increment i s defined as 
the rad ia l step size (Az). 
Various angular step sizes (Ax) and a constant rad ia l step size 
(Az) were used to t e s t the effect of the posi t ion of the outer 
boundary, where uniform flow i s assumed, on the accuracy of the drag 
coeff ic ients . As can be seen from Tables 3-55 the values of the outer 
boundary posi t ions (r ) make l i t t l e difference in the resul t ing t o t a l 
drag coefficients (C ) when Eeynolds number i s held constant. I t i s 
believed that an angular step size of 3 and rad ia l step sizes of 
0.02231 for Pt = 1.25, 0.01+055 for Pt = 1.50 and O.O5596 for Pt = 1.75 
were fine enough to accurately calculate the drag coeff ic ients . 
Table 3 . Computational Parameters Used and Drag Coeff ic ien ts Ca lcu la ted 
for P t = 1.25. 
R Az Ax M N r a 3 (^ CL^ C 
1.0 0.0223 0.052-4 60 142 23.775 1.4 0.8 235.07 879.43 1114.50 
0.8 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 23.775 1.4 0.9 293.99 1100.62 139^.61 
0.8 0.0223 0.0582 54 137 21.265 1.6 0.9 294.00 1100.62 1394.62 
0.8 0.0223 0.0655 48 132 19.020 1.5 0.9 293.97 1101.06 1395.03 
0 .5 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 23.775 1.4 0.9 470.63 1763.22 2233.85 
0.5 0.0223 0.0582 54 137 21.265 1.6 0.9 470.64 1763.58 2234.22 
0.5 0.0223 0.0655 48 132 19.020 1.4 0.9 470.63 1763.58 2234.21 
0 .1 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 23.775 1.4 0.9 2353.84 8822.78 11176.62 
0 .1 0.0223 0.0655 48 132 19.020 1.4 0.8 2353.91 8823.23 11177.14 
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Table 5. Computational Parameters Used and Drag Coefficients Calculated 
for Pt = 1.75. 
R Az Ax M 
1.0 0.0560 0.052^ 60 
1.0 0.0560 0.0655 ^8 
1.0 0.0560 0.0873 36 
0 . 8 0.0560 0.05214 60 
o.8 0.0560 0.0655 kQ 
0 . 8 0.0560 0.0873 36 
0 . 5 0.0560 0.052^ 60 
0 . 5 0.0560 0.0655 ^8 
0 . 5 0.0560 0.0873 36 
0 . 1 0.0560 0.052U 60 
0 . 1 0.0560 0.0655 50 
0 . 1 0.0560 0.0873 36 
N rOT a 3 
62 32.125 1.6 1.4 
58 25.682 l.k 1 .1 
53 19.^13 1.4 1 .1 
62 32.125 1.6 0 . 9 
58 25.682 1.6 0 . 9 
53 19.^13 1.6 0 . 9 
62 32.125 1.6 0 . 8 
58 2 5.682 1.6 0 . 8 
53 19.^13 1.6 0 . 8 
62 32.125 1.6 0 . 8 
59 27.160 1.6 1.1 
53 19.^13 1.6 0 . 8 
°DF CDP CD 
56.92 98.85 155.77 
57.08 99.58 156.66 
57.48 101.15 158.63 
71.54 125.16 196.70 
71.63 125.58 197.21 
7.1.93 126.74 198.67 
115.00 202.43 317.43 
115.04 202.61 317.65 
115.20 203.28 318.46 
576.37 1017.74 1594.11 
576.37 1017.77 1594.14 
576.37 1017.80 1594.17 
£ 
h7 
As seen from Tables 3-5? the drag c o e f f i c i e n t decreases 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y as the opening r a t i o becomes l a r g e r . I t i s expected 
t ha t the drag c o e f f i c i e n t w i l l reach t h a t of a s i ng l e c y l i n d e r i n an 
i n f i n i t e f l u i d as the opening r a t i o becomes i n f i n i t e . At a Reynolds 
number of 1.0 the t o t a l drag c o e f f i c i e n t of a s i n g l e cy l inde r i s 1 0 . 3 ^ . 
In prev ious s t u d i e s on tube bank f l u i d flow, the drag c o e f f i c i e n t 
i s r epor t ed i n terms of the f r i c t i o n f a c t o r f where f = CL/4Pt. Table 
6 compares the f r i c t i o n f a c t o r s of the p r e s e n t s tudy with those 
(19) 
calculated by Ishihara and with those determined experimentally 
a t Delaware ' for tube banks of i n - l i n e square tube l a y o u t . 
A probable exp lana t ion of the d i f f e r e n c e s between the compared 
f r i c t i o n f a c t o r s i s t h a t the p r e s e n t s tudy i s based on a s i n g l e row 
of tubes of i n f i n i t e l e n g t h i n which t h e r e i s an i n f i n i t e number of 
tubes while those p rev ious s t u d i e s were based on m u l t i p l e rows of 
tubes of f i n i t e length in which t h e r e a re f i n i t e number of t u b e s , 
Table 6 . F r i c t i o n Fac to r s Ca lcu la ted and Measured by Various Workers, 
•(20) 
R Pt f 
P resen t Study 
( l row) 






1.0 1.25 222.90 229.21 227. lif 2^0.00 
1.0 1.50 50.62 51.12 50.28 5^.00 
1.0 1.75 22.25 
0 .1 1.25 2235.32 2292.56 2271.87 
0 .1 1.50 510.U9 511.^5 503.05 
0.1 1.75 227.73 
kQ 
Surface Pressure Distribution 
The pressure variation on a cylindrical surface is given in the 
form of the pressure coefficient Cp. Calculated results at R from 
0.1 to 1.0 and Pt = 1.25, 1.50 and 1.75 are shown in Figures 6-9. 
It is noticed that small variations in pressure occur near both the 
front and rear stagnation points. The minimum pressure occurs in the 
rear portion of the cylinder. As the Reynolds number increases, the 
rear stagnation pressure rises. The pressure drops sharply when the 
opening ratio becomes smaller. The effect of the neighboring tubes 
on the pressure distribution is such that the maximum rate of pressure 
drop occurs around the point of minimum clearance between the cylinders 
i.e. 90 from the front stagnation point. As the opening ratio becomes 
smaller, the rate of pressure drop increases in this region. 
Since only numerical data have been reported on the pressure 
distribution around cylinders in multiple rows at these low Reynolds 
(19) 
numbers , the calculated results based on the pressure at the front 
stagnation point are plotted for comparison with these data in Figures 
10-13. In the front stagnation region, the pressure of the second and 
third rows increases due to momentum recovery in the rear stagnation 
region of the preceding row. As seen from Figures 10-13, a similar 
type of pressure variation occurs in the rear portion of the third 
row as occurs in the present study. The difference is because 
turbulence appeared behind the tube in multiple rows. 
Surface Vorticity Distribution 
The vorticity distributions around the surface of a cylinder 
are shown in Figures 1^ and 15 for Reynolds numbers of 0.1 and 1.0 
h9 
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Figure ik. Surface Vorticity Distribution (R = O.l). 
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Figure 15 . Surface V o r t i c i t y D i s t r i b u t i o n (R = 1 . 0 ) . 
59 
and opening ratios of 1.25, 1.50 and 1.75- The effect of Reynolds 
numbers studied on the variation of surface vorticity is minimal. 
However, the surface vorticity increases sharply as the opening ratio 
becomes smaller and the point of maximum vorticity appears around the 
point of minimum clearance of the tube row. The results of the present 
study are compared with those of multiple rows of tubes in Figures l6-
19. In the case of multiple rows, the surface vorticity variations 
in the front portion of the first row and in the rear portion of the 
third row are very similar to that of a single row. The negative 
vorticity which occurred in the first and second rows indicates the 
presence of eddies in the rear of the tubes. 
Flow Patterns 
Streamlines and their corresponding vorticity contours are shown 
in Figures 20-28 at Reynolds numbers of 0.1 to 1.0 and opening ratios 
of I.25, 1.50 and 1.75. These contours were plotted using the GPCP 
(General Purpose Contouring Program) of California Computer Products. 
Figures 20 to 28 show that the flow patterns are almost symmetrical 
fore and aft at low Reynolds numbers. In the region far from a 
cylinder, the streamlines are not disturbed by the existence of the 
cylinder and are parallel to the upper and lower symmetry lines. As 
the Reynolds number increases, the vorticity distribution becomes 
more unsymmetrical. 
Constant Radial Suction Mass Flux 
Low Reynolds number flow past an infinite row of circular 
cylinders with constant radial suction mass flux was investigated 
30 60 90 
0, degree 
120 150 180 
Figure l 6 . Comparison of Surface Vort ic i ty Distr ibut ion of 
1-Row (Present Study) and S-Row^) Banks of Tubes 
(R = 0 . 1 ; Pt = I . 2 5 ) . (For legend see Figure 10). 
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Figure 17 . Comparison of Surface V o r t i c i t y D i s t r i b u t i o n of 
1-Row (Present Study) and 3-Row^1^^ Banks of 
Tubes (R = 1.0; Pt = I . 2 5 ) . (For Legend see Figure 10 ) . 
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Figure 2 1 . Contours of Stream Funct ion (ijj) and V o r t i c i t y (C) (R = 0 . 5 ; Pt = I . 2 5 ) . 
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Figure 2 2 . Contours of Stream Funct ion (\|r) and V o r t i c i t y (C ) (R = 1.0; Pt = 1 .25) . 
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Figure 2 3 . Contours of Stream Function (i|r) and V o r t i c i t y (C ) (R = 0 . 1 ; Pt = 1 .50) . 
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Figure 2 5 . Contours of Stream Function (+) and V o r t i c i t y (C) (E = 1.0; Pt = 1.50) 
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Figure 26 . Contours of Stream Funct ion (ijf) and V o r t i c i t y (C ) (R = 0 . 1 ; Pt = 1 .75) . 
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Figure 27 . Contours of Stream Function (i|f) and Vor t i c i ty (C ^ (R = 0 . 5 ; P t = 1.75) 
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Figure 28. Contours of Stream Function (\|j) and Vorticity (C) (R = 1.0; Pt = 1.75). 
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for a pure fluid and for a binary solution. The radial suction flux 
(G) is expressed in gallons per square foot per day (gfd) as shown in 
Appendix 3. 
Pare Fluids 
The computational parameters used and the drag coefficients 
calculated at radial suction fluxes of 3.82-11.^5 gfd are summarized 
in Tables 7-9* The results indicate that the drag coefficients are not 
significantly affected by these radial suction fluxes. The effect of 
higher radial suction fluxes on the drag coefficients is shown in 
Table 10 fora Reynolds number of 1.0 and Pt = 1.50 and 1.75. The drag 
coefficient decreases as the radial suction mass flux is increased 
and this is mainly because of the decrease in the pressure drag 
coefficient. 
In Figures 29-35, contours of the stream function with and 
without suction are plotted for comparison. It is seen that with 
suction the downstream streamlines move closer to the cylinder 
wall and display a distinct asymmetry. Since the stream function at 
the cylinder wall varies with the angular position (i.e. Y = -V x), 
the streamlines in the rear region of the cylinder are affected more 
significantly by suction than those in the front region. The 
extent of the asymmetry depends upon the magnitude of the radial 
suction mass flux. 
The surface pressure coefficients in the direction of flow at 
a Reynolds number of 1.0 and opening ratios of 1.50 and 1.75 are listed 
in Table 11. Although the influence of the radial suction flux con-
sidered is small, the extent of the variation of the pressure coefficient 
Table 7. Computational Parameters Used and Drag Coefficients Calculated at 
Various Radial Suction Mass Fluxes for Pt = 1.25-
R Az Ax M N a B G -V 
0 
CDF CDP CD 
1.0 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1.6 0 . 9 11.45 0.0012 235.07 879.28 1114.35 
0 . 8 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1.6 0 . 9 11.45 0.0015 293.99 1100.43 139^.^2 
0 . 8 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1.6 0 . 9 7.63 0.0010 293.99 1100.49 139^.^8 
0 . 8 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1.6 0 . 9 3.82 0.0005 293.99 1100.56 139^.55 
0 . 5 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1.6 0 .9 11.45 0.0024 470.62 1762.93 2233.55 
0 .5 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1 .6 0 . 9 7.63 0.0016 470.62 1763.02 2233.64 
0 . 5 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1.6 0 .9 3.82 0.0008 470.62 1763.12 2233.74 
0 . 1 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1.6 0 . 9 11.45 0.0120 2353.84 8821.36 11175.20 
0 . 1 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1 .6 0 . 9 7.63 0.0080 2353.84 8821.84 11175.68 
0 . 1 0.0223 0.0524 60 142 1 .6 0 .9 3.82 0.0040 2353.84 8822.31 11176.15 
Table 8. Computational Parameters Used and Drag Coef f ic ien t s Ca lcu la ted a t 
Various Radial Suction Mass Fluxes for Pt = 1.50. 
R Az Ax M N 
1.0 0.0405 0.0524 60 82 
1.0 0.0405 0.0524 60 82 
1.0 0.0405 0.0524 60 82 
0.8 0.0405 0.0524 60 82 
0.8 0.0405 0.0524 60 82 
0.8 0.0405 0.0524 60 82 
0.5 0.0^05 0.0524 60 82 
0.5 0.0405 0.0524 60 82 
0.5 0.0425 0.0524 60 82 
0 .1 0.0425 0.0524 60 82 
0 .1 0.0425 0.052U 60 82 
0 .1 0.0425 0.0524 60 82 
a • p G - V 
1.6 0.9 11.45 0.0012 
1.6 0.9 7.63 0.0008 
1.6 0.9 3.82 0.0004 
1.6 0.9 11.45 0.0015 
1.6 0.9 7.63 0.0010 
1.6 0.9 3.82 0.0005 
1.6 0.9 11.45 0.0024 
1.6 0.9 7.63 0.0016 
1.6 0.9 3.82 0.0008 
1.6 0.9 11.45 0.0120 
1.6 0.9 7.63 0.0080 
1.6 0.9 3.82 0.0040 
CDF CDP °D 
93.79 209.86 303.65 
93.79 209.88 303.67 
93 .79 209.90 303.69 
117.^3 263.39 380.82 
117.^3 263.*J2 380.85 
117.^3 263 M 380.87 
188.18 ^23.13 611.31 
188.18 423.17 611.35 
188.18 423.21 611.39 
9^1.77 2120.60 3062.37 
9^1.77 2120.79 3062.56 
9^1.77 2120.99 3062.75 
-<3 
vn 
Table 9« Computational Parameters Used and Drag Coef f ic ien t s Calcula ted 
a t Various Radial Suction Mass Fluxes for Pt = 1.75. 
R Az Ax M N a 3 G -V 
0 CDF CDP CD 
1.0 0.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 11.45 0.0012 56.92 98 .81 155.73 
1.0 O.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 7.63 0,0008 56.92 98.82 155.74 
1.0 O.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0 .9 3.82 0.0004 56.92 98.84 155.76 
0.8 O.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 11.45 0.0015 71.54 125.11 196.65 
0.8 O.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 7.63 0.0010 71 .5^ 125.13 196.67 
0.8 0.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 3.82 0.0005 71.54 125.15 196.69 
0.5 0.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 11.U5 0.0024 115.00 202.35 317.35 
0.5 O.O560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 7.63 0.0016 115.00 202.38 317.38 
0.5 0.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 3.82 0.0008 U 5 . 0 0 202.40 317.40 
0 .1 O.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 11.45 0.0120 576.37 1017.39 1593.76 
0 .1 O.056O 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 7.63 0.0080 576.37 1017.51 1593.88 
0 .1 O.0560 0.0524 60 62 1.6 0.9 3.82 0.0040 576.37 1017.63 159^.00 
-<] 
G = l l .M*8 g a l s / f t 2 / d a y 
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Figure 29 . Contours of Stream Funct ion with ( ) and Without ( - ) Suct ion 
(R = 0 . 1 ; P t = 1 .25 ) . 
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G = llMQ ga ls / f t 2 /day 
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Figure 30. Contours of Stream Function with ( ) and without (-) Suction 
(R = 1.0; Pt = 1.25). 
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Figure 3 1 . Contours of Stream Function With ( ) and Without (-) Suct ion 
(R = 0 . 1 ; Pt = 1 .50) . 
<o 
G = 11.1+48 g a l s / f t 2 / d a y 
Figure 32. Contours of Stream Funct ion With ( ) and Without( - ) Suct ion 
(R = 0 . 5 ; Pt = 1 .50) . 
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Figure 33» Contours of Stream Funct ion With ( ) and Without ( - ) Suction 
(R = 1.0; P t = 1 .50) . 
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Figure 3 ^ . Contours of Stream Funct ion With (—-) and Without ( - ) Suct ion 
(R = 0 . 1 ; P t = 1 .75) . 
oo 
ro 
G * l l .U+8 g a l s / f t 2 / d a y 
Figure 35• Contours of Stream Funct ion With ( ) and Without ( - ) Suction 
(R = 1.0: Pt = 1 . 7 5 ) . 
Table 10. Effec t of Radia l Suction Flux on Drag Coeff ic ien t -Pure F lu id (R = 1.0). 
^ -Vo G CDF GDP S _ 
1.75 o .o o.o 56.92 98.85 155.77 
1.75 0.0012 11.1+5 56.92 98.81 155.73 
1.75 0.004 38.2 56 .91 98.71 155.62 
1.75 0.008 76.3 56.90 98.56 155.^6 
1.75 0.012 114.5 56.89 98.42 155.31 
1.50 0.0 0.0 93.79 209.92 303.71 
1.50 0.0012 11.45 93.79 209.86 303.65 
1.50 0.004 38.2 93.79 209.71 303.50 
1.50 0.008 76.3 93.78 209.50 303.28 
1.50 0.012 114.5 93.78 209.29 303.07 
Table 1 1 . Effect of Radia l Suct ion Flux on Surface P res su re 
Var i a t i on -Pure F lu id (R = 1.0). 
Pt -V G 
1.75 0.0 0.0 
1.75 0.0012 11.1*5 
1.75 0.012 114.5 
1.50 0.0 0.0 
1.50 0.0012 11.45 
1.50 0.012 114.5 
o° 45° 90° 
11.043 7.680 -39.444 
11.049 7.684 -39.429 
11.097 7.716 -39.286 
12.209 8.464 -95.982 
12.217 8.468 -95.973 









can still be seen. The pressure in the front region of the cylinder is 
higher and then drops more slowly than it does in the case of no 
surface flux. 
The surface vorticity distributions at a Reynolds number of 1.0 
and opening ratios of 1.50 and 1.75 are listed in Table 12. The 
effect of the radial suction flux on the surface vorticity is smaller 
than that on the surface pressure. This accounts for the slight change 
in the friction drag coefficient. 
Binary Solution 
The local Nusselt numbers as functions of angular position 
around the surface at Reynolds numbers of 0.1 to 1.0 are shown in 
Figures 36-Ul. The local Nusselt number increases slowly with 8, 
reaches its maximum value at the minimum clearance and then drops 
sharply. 
Overall Nusselt numbers are calculated by integrating the local 
Nusselt numbers along the stream and are shown in Figure k2. The 
linear relations between the value of Nu m/Sc ' and R ' 
overall' 
are given for the different radial suction fluxes and opening 
ratios by 
Nu ni/Sc
l/3 = 1.53 Rl/3 * k. (k-1) overall' 1 
for Pt = 1.75 and 
Nu ^/Sc1/3 = 1.68 R1/3 + k0 (>2) overall7 2 x 
for Pt = 1.50, where k = 0.57, 0.07, 0.06 , and 0.04 and k2=0.59, 
0.11, 0.10, and 0.08 when the mass flux = llU.5, 11.^5, 7.63 » and 3.82 
gfd respectively. 
Table 12. Ef fec t of Radia l Suct ion Flux on Surface V o r t i c i t y V a r i a t i o n -
Pure F lu id (R = 1.0). 
c 
P t -V G ^ • 
0 0° 30° 60° 90° 120° 150u l 80 u 
1.75 0.0 0 .0 0.0 2.503 7.219 11.665 7.751 2.609 0.0 
1.75 0.0012 11.1+5 0.0 2.505 7 .221 I I . 6 6 5 7.7^9 2.608 0.0 
1.75 0.012 11U.5 0.0 2.517 7.235 11.661 7.728 2 .59^ 0.0 
1.50 0.0 0 .0 0.0 3.218 11.563 21.211 11.981 3 .23^ 0.0 
1.50 0.0012 11.1+5 0.0 3.220 11.567 21.211 11.977 3.232 0.0 
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8, degree 
Figure 36. Distr ibut ion of Local Nusselt Number and Concentration 
Polar izat ion Around the Cylindrical Surface (R = 0 .5; 
Pt = 1.50). 
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9, degree 
Figure 37• Distribution of Local Nusselt Number and Concentration 
Polarization Around the Cylindrical Surface (R = 0.8; 
Pt = 1.50). For legend see Figure 36. 
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Figure 38. Distribution of Local Nusselt Number and Concentration 
Polarization Around the Cylindrical Surface (R = 1.0; 
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Figure 39. Distribution of Local Nusselt Number and Concentration 
Polarization Around the Cylindrical Surface (R = 0.1; 
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9, degree 
Figure ^0. Distribution of Local Nusselt Number and Concentration 
Polarization Around the Cylindrical Surface (R = 0.5; 
Pt = 1.75). For legend see Figure 36. 
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Figure Ul. Distribution of Local Wusselt Number and Concentration 
Polarization Around the Cylindrical Surface (R = 1.0; 
Pt = 1.75). - For legend see Figure 36. 
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Figure k-2. Nusselt Type Mass Transfer Representation. 
As seen from Figure k2, the overall Nusselt number increases as 
the opening ratio becomes smaller. 
Since the mass transfer has not been considered in previous 
studies on multiple cylinders, no data are available for comparison. 
However, by using the analogy between heat and mass transfer, the heat 
transfer data of Bergline at Reynolds numbers of 2 to kO can be 
used for comparison with the results of this study. The overall heat 
transfer coefficient (Nu, ) in a 10-row bank of in-line tubes can be 
(2°) expressed asN 
Wuh = 1.2 R
1'3 P r ^ 3 (Pt = 1.50) 
where Pr i s the Prandtl number. In the Delaware experiment the outer-
most tubes of the tube banks were half-way imbedded on the side walls 
to minimize the side wall ef fect . I t i s also known that the heat-
transfer coefficient i s ^0% greater for a single row than for 10 
rows; therefore Nu, = 1.8 R ' Pr ' for a single row of tubes with 
Pt = 1.50. Using the analogy between heat and mass t ransfer , the above 
heat t ransfer equation can be wri t ten for mass t ransfer as 
""overal l = 1 ' 8 ^ ^ <Pfc = X ^ 
The difference between this expression and Equation (̂ —2) can be 
explained by the different ranges of the Reynolds numbers and the 
different boundary conditions - constant wall temperature instead 
of constant heat flux. 
Since the overall Nusselt number in mass transfer is a function 
of the suction mass flux, the coefficient at high mass transfer rates 
should be calculated by multiplying the one at low mass transfer rates 
by a correction factor. In order to find the coefficient at zero mass 
flux through extrapolation, the overall Nusselt number is plotted 
versus the radial suction mass flux in Figures k-3 and kh. Based 
on the extrapolations for Pt = 1.50 and 1.75? the correction factor is 
given as a linear function of the radial suction mass flux in Figures 
1+3 and f̂-U for low mass-transfer rates and in Figure k^ for high mass-
transfer rates. 
The concentration buildup on the surface of the cylinder can be 
expressed by a dimensionless term (concentration polarization) defined 
by 
T =
 PAo " PA<° 
PA°° 
The concentration polarization as a function of the angular position 
around the surface at Reynolds numbers of 0.1 to 1.0 is shown in 
Figures 36-̂ -1. 
The concentration polarization decreases with increase in 
Reynolds number at constant mass flux. At each Reynolds number 
studied, the concentration polarization increases as the opening ratio 
or the suction mass flux becomes larger. Also note the sharp rise in 
the concentration polarization at the very rear portion of the 




Figure U-3. Variation of Overall Nusselt Number ( o) 
and Correction Factor ( %) with Radial 





Figure kk. V a r i a t i o n of Overa l l Nusse l t Number ( o ) and 
Correc t ion Fac tor ( • ) with Radia l Suct ion 
Mass Flux (R = 1.0; P t = 1 .75) . 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Viscous, incompressible flow at low Reynolds numbers past an 
infinite row of cylinders provides a severe test of numerical methods 
in dealing with this curved boundary problem. However, if the step 
sizes and the relaxation factors are chosen properly, computation time 
can be shortened and the flow characteristics can be determined 
accurately. The surface-interaction model and other boundary condi-
tions proposed are considered to be adequate. The drag coefficient 
is large at low Reynolds numbers and the position of the outer boundary 
has little effect on the results of various flow properties. The 
opening ratio was found to be a major factor affecting many flow 
characteristics. 
With mass transfer, the symmetrical flow pattern is reshaped 
into a distinct asymmetry downstream because of the effect of the 
suction mass flux at the cylinder wall. The local Nusselt number 
increases slowly from the front stagnation point and reaches its maximum 
at the minimum clearance between the cylinders and then drops sharply. 
Concentration polarization proceeds in the opposite direction to 
that of the local Nusselt number. The overall Nusselt number can be 
expressed as 
Nu /Sc1/3 = 1.53 R1/3 + K (Pt = 1.75) overall' 1 v ' 
101 
and 
Nu ,,/Sc1/3 = 1.68 R1/3 + k0 (Pt = 1.50) overall' 2 x ' 
where k, and kp are determined by the magnitude of th e radial suction 
mass flux. 
Over the entire Reynolds number range studied, characteristic 
flow quantities such as the surface pressure and vorticity distributions 
and mass transfer coefficient agree well with available experimental 
data and numerical solutions. 
Recommendations 
Since the determination of the fluid flow and mass transport 
for higher Reynolds numbers would be of definite practical interest, 
the present method should be extended to higher Reynolds numbers 
when a computer with larger memory storage capacity and higher 
speed becomes available. 
Another obvious extension of this study would be the case of 
flow past multiple rows of tubes arranged in various configurations 
such as staggered square, equilateral triangle and in-line square. 
Also the viscous incompressible flow past a single row or multiple 
rows of submerged bodies of other shapes such as spheres can be treated 
in a way similar to the present study. 
This study can also be extended to include the case of flow past 




COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR THE METHOD OF THOMAS 
Consider the system of equations 
Bl \ + Cl V2 = Dl 
*I V I - 1 + B I V I + C I V I + 1
= D I ( 2 S l S H - 3 ) 
\ _ 2 V 3
 + BN-2 V H -e
 + CW-2 VN-1 = V 2 
E Vl V H-3 + A'N-l
VN-2 + B ' N - l V l =
 D V l 
El imina t ing the term E ' , the l a s t two equat ions can be combined 
to give 
V l \ - 2 + \ - l VN-1 = DN-1 
W h 6 r e Vl = A V l V 2 " E'N-lBN-2 
^ - 1 = B ' H - 1 A N - 2 " E ' n - l C I J -2 
DN-! = D ' N - l
A N-2 " E ' H - A - 2 
The method of Thomas can be app l i ed to solve the new system of 
s i i iul taneous equa t ions for which the ma t r i x of c o e f f i c i e n t s A, B and 
C alone i s c a l l e d a t r i d i a g o n a l m a t r i x . 
The complete a lgor i thm for the s o l u t i o n of the t r i d i a g o n a l 
system i s 
104 
V I = YI " CI vI+l /pI ( I = N ~ 2 ' w ~ 3 ' • • • ' 1 ) 
where the p's and Y's are determined from the recursion formulas 
h = h 
h = Vpi 
Bi = Bi - *i c i - A - i 
Y = (D - Aj ̂ V P j (1=2, 3, >+, ...., N-1) 
APPENDIX B 
CALCULATION OF RADIAL MASS FLUX 
In order to calculate the radial mass flux (G), the general 
equation is given as follows: 
o 2a 
where V i s the r a d i a l surface v e l o c i t y , v i s the kinematic v i s c o s i t y 
of s a l t - w a t e r s o l u t i o n a t 25 C, R i s Reynolds number and a i s the 
r ad ius of the c y l i n d e r . A sample c a l c u l a t i o n i s made by l e t t i n g 
V = 0.0012 o 
2 
v = 0.009 crrT/sec 
R = 1.0 
2a = 0.02 cm 
then 
G = 0.0012 x
 0-0Ol^1-° cm/sec 
or 2 
= 11. W gal/ft /day (gfd) 
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The radial surface velocities at various Reynolds numbers and 
suction mass fluxes are shown in the following table: 
Suction Mass Flux Reynolds Number Radial Velocity 
G (gfd) R -V 
1 1 . ^ 8 1.0 0.0012 
1 1 . ¥+8 0 . 8 0.0015 
11MQ 0 .5 0.002^ 
11M8 0 . 1 0.0120 
7.632 1.0 0.0008 
7.632 0 . 8 0.0010 
7.632 0 . 5 0.0016 
7.632 0 . 1 0.0080 
3.816 1.0 0.000U 
3.816 0 . 8 0.0005 
3 .8l6 0 . 5 0.0008 




The computer programs are written in Fortran V language for a 
Univac-1108 electronic digital computer. According to the function of 
the programs, they are divided into three parts: 
Part I - Solving the Navier Stokes equation for the important 
flow parameters. 
Part II - Calculating the angular and radial velocity from 
the stream functions. 
Part III - Solving the diffusion equation for the Important 
mass transfer parameters. 
In each part, the computer programs are preceded by the computer 
block diagrams to explain the functions of the subroutines and their 
relations with the main programs and other subroutines. Following 
are the definitions of the important variables appearing in the 
programs: 
Program Symbol Definition 
Part I 
A, B Matrices giving the fractional intercepts in the 
angular and radial directions. 
ALPHA, BETA Relaxation factors, a and p 
DX, DZ Step sizes in the angular and radial directions, 






I , J 
IMAX, IMIN 














Convergence c o n d i t i o n s , 10 and 10 
G r i d - p o i n t s u b s c r i p t s , i and j . 
V e c t o r s such t h a t IMAX(j) and IMIN( j ) c o n t a i n 
t h e column s u b s c r i p t I o f t h e r i g h t - m o s t and 
l e f t - m o s t g r i d p o i n t s i n row J . 
V e c t o r s such t h a t I R ( j ) and I L ( j ) c o n t a i n the 
h i g h e s t and l o w e s t column s u b s c r i p t s of a 
c o m p l e t e l y i n t e r i o r p o i n t i n row J . 
M a t r i x g i v i n g the type of each boundary p o i n t . 
T o t a l number of g r i d s p a c i n g s i n t h e a n g u l a r 
and r a d i a l d i r e c t i o n s . 
Opening r a t i o . 
New and o l d v a l u e s of t h e s t r e a m f u n c t i o n , ¥ . 
Boundary v a l u e s of t h e s t r e a m f u n c t i o n and 
v o r t i c i t y . 
New and old values of the vorticity,£ . 
Matrix giving the vorticity along the surface. 
Radial surface velocity. 
Friction drag coefficient. 
Pressure drag coefficient. 
Total drag coefficient. 
Friction factor. 
Number of step sizes into which the opening ratio 


















Matrices giving the angular and r ad ia l ve loc i ty . 
Matrices giving the angular veloci ty a t the 
curved boundary. 
Matrices giving the rad ia l ve loci ty at the curved 
boundary. 
Matrices giving the in terpola t ing values of the 
stream function in the angular and rad ia l d i rec-
tions . 
New and old values of the concentration a t the 
boundary. 
Nev/ and old values of the concentration a t the 
grid points . 
Matrix giving the interpolating value of the 
concentration in the radial direction. 
Matrix giving the concentration gradient in the 
radial direction at the surface. 
Local Nusselt number. 
Overall Nusselt number. 
Schmidt Number. 
Peclet number. 
MAIN SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS 
Start.) 
Read in control parameters 
Calculate the necessary 
parameters for the 
computation following 
1 





i t e r a t i o n s 
for \jr and Q 
with in the 
boundary 




"BNDPTS" - obtain the 
detail information of 
boundary points 
INPUT- read or 
generate initial guess 
"PHIEPS" and "VOREPS" -
c a l c u l a t e \|f and Q a t 
the i n t e r i o r p o i n t s 
"PVAB" - s e t the boundary 
cond i t ions 
"PHIBDP" and "VOREDP" -
c a l c u l a t e \|f and £ a t 
boundary p o i n t s 
* 
"ABETC" - calculate the 
coefficients in the 
governing equations 
"OUTPUT"-print out the 
results of I and £ 
' 
"ACEG" - c a l c u l a t e the 
c o e f f i c i e n t s i n the 
equat ions 
Ca lcu la te the p res su re 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s and 
drag c o e f f i c i e n t s 
4 V 
"SIMPS" - perform the 1 
numerical i n t e g r a t i o n 
through Simpson's r u l e . 
—««1 
\ 
a top ) 
Figure C-l. Computer Block Diagram for Stream Function, 
Vorticity and Other Flow Parameters Calculation. 
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S PRUC 
COMMON DX,D7tM,N,MPl r MP2|MHALp , Nl» Npi , Pj, vZERO , R » Rl r R2 
1 »PHl*DRiVoRBi3R»DX$G>DX0VDZ»RATlSQrnX6»D*12rDZ6f 
2 U/.12.NL 
COMMON PHi (.fii ,143) rV0RT(6lrl^3) » I TYpE ( 6l» l43) rA(6l»l43 
1 > ' 4(61 9 143) »lR( 1^3) »I L(143) ' I MAX ( U 3 ) , I M I N U 4 3 ) 
2 »t-7(l43> fETWoZl 143.3 »L)XsOEZ(l43) 
LOW R C Y N O L D S NUMBER FLOW PAS^ A SINGLE ROw OF 
CYLINDERS W U H S U R F A C F MASS TRANSFEp 
AUTHOR: "TA-YFH J. FANS, SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
T GEORGIA TECHF ATLAN TA, GEORGIA 30332 
JULY,1973 
INCLUDE DiMENStLlST 
DIMENSION PI <*,1> ,PJ(61) »P<61> ,DVDX<143> »DvDZC6l ) »Y(6l) 
1 »VORTZl(6D 
R E A Q (b»lo2) M,NL»PT»Rt ALPHA'BETA, V7F.RO,EpSMAX.EPVMAx 
P*I = 3.1U15926536 
UX = PAl/V 
MHALF = ,V'/P + 1 
MP1 = v, + i 
i^.P2 = -i + ? 
PnlBDR = PT - VZFRO*(MHALF - l)*DX 
ZX = ALOt(PT) 
0 Z = L X / ^!.. 
Ni = NL + l 
U /. 6 r 6 • v- * D V 
DZ6 = 6.0*07 
D >, 12 - i c . o *r") X 
DZ12 = 12.0*07 
DXSQ = D/*Dx 
O Z S Q = U^.#D7 
R'-TlSQ = IXSo/DZSC 
DXOVDZ = )X/DZ 
Rl = 2.0*(l.p + RATI SO) 
R2 = K * L ) A * D 7 / P . O 
DETFRMINE THE NUMBER OF GRID SPACING IN RADIAL 
DIRECTION AND THE B O U N D A R Y pOjNTS OF BOTH LEFT 
AND RIGHT H*LF AND T H E I R A S S ° C I A T E D INTERCEPTS 
CALL dNUPTS 
WRITE (o»230) DZ,DX,RtM»N»PT*ALPHA ' BETA,EpSMAX.EPVMAx. 
1 NL,VZERO,PHIBQR 
DO 12 J - lfNPlM. 
E Z U ) = c*P((J-1)*D7) 
ETWOZ(J) = EXP(2.Q*(J-l)*DZ) 
DXSQEZ(J) = DXSd*ETwOZ(J) 
REZ = 1.C/E7CNP1) 
RETWOZ = 1.0/ETWOZ(rjPl) 
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RMAx = PT/5IN(0X) 
RR = 1.0/RNIAx 
SQR = RM*X**£ 
RSQ = I.U/SQR 
02SQ2 = £*D7SG 
C ASSIGN THE INITIAL VAL^S OF PHI» VoRT , 
CALL INPUT (1) 
ITER A r i, 
17 ITERA = lTERA + i 
IF (EPS .ST. 10000.0) STOP 
EPS = 0.0 
C CALCULATE THE STREAM FUNCTIONS 
c THE LOWER DOMAIN ....... 
00 18 J - 2,NL#i 
DO 18 I = 2rMrl 
CALL PHlcPS (IrJ»EPS»ALPHA) 
18 CONTirguE 
C l'HE LEFT CURVE B0UNDARY POINTS 
DO 2 4 J = Nl,Nfl 
IRJ = IR(J) 
ILOw = IKj + l 
IHlGH = M A Y (J) 
DO 23 I = IHIGH*IL0.W»-1 
CALL PvAd (I,JfPHlA,PHlB,VORTArVORTB»o»lf*23) 
CALL PHlbQP (ItJ»EPs»PHlA»PHlafl,l»ALPHA) 
23 CONTINUE 
IF (IRJ ,LT. 2) GO TO 20 
C THE UPPER LEFT HALF C u R V E DoMAlN 
00 19 I = lRJf2»-1 
C*LL PHlEpS (I.J.EPSrALPHA) 
19 CONTINUE 
C IHE RIGHT CURVE BOUNDARY pOjNTS 
2n ILJ = ILIJ) 
IHlGH = ILJ - 1 
ILOw = IMiN(J) 
DO 27 I - ILOWflHTGHfl 
CALL PvAa ( T , j , pHj A , P; )l3 , VQRTA , V O R T B , 0 P -1, $27) 
CALL PHlanP (I»JfEPS»PHlA»PHlB»-l»2,ALPHA) 
2 7 CONTINUL 
IF (ILJ .GT. M) GO TO 2<+ 
<- THE UPPER RIGHT HALF CURVE DOMAIN. .... 
W 28 i - ILJtMr) 
CALL PHICPS (I,J,EPSr/\LPHA) 
2d CONTINUE 
24 CONTINUE 
IF ((ITEK(/?n0)*200 .NE. ITE^A) GO TO 29 
WklTE (or 20S) ITFRA 
WRITE (6rpj7) 
C^LL OUTPIJT (PHI) 
113 
s:9 I F (EPS . ~ E . EPS-MAX) GO TO \7 
UKlTt l ( ^ ' ^ L / M 
rtRlTE (<) '?Uf i ) i r - « A 
vrvlTE (o r 907) 
CALL OUfPuT ( P H I ) 
00 30 I - l fMP. l 
IF ( V ^ R O - n . 0 ) 3 0 0 » ^ 9 l # 3 0 n 
O00 V u R T U r D = ( f i . 0 * P H K l , 2 ) - ^ H l ( I » 3 ) - 7 . o * P H I ( I » I ) ) 
1 /DZSo? 
00 TO 31 
^ 9 1 \ / u K T ( i , l ) = ( 8 , 0 * P H K I , 2 ) - P H I ( I r 3 ) ) / 0 ? S o 2 
JO CONTI. iJc 
WRITE ( 6 r ? 0 ^ ) 
WrxlTE ( o r ? u 9 ) ( I , V 0 K T ( I » D , x = l r M P | ) 
VORBDK - o.o 
ICOUNi - , 
II = u 
99 iCOUNT = I COUNT + 1 
C C H - C K THE RATE OF CONVERGENCE . .... 
IF (<ICOUM/U))*ir .ME. ICOU^T) GO TO 33 
WKlTE (6rpln) ICOUNT 
53 EPS = O.v 
cPSv = i), j 
C CALCULATE THE VORTlClT* ..... 
c »HE LQPER DOMAIN ....... 
00 31 J - 2#NLtl 
00 31 I = ?,M») 
CALL v'oRi-PS (I, J,FP^V,4ETA) 
01 CONTINUE 
L THE LEFT CURVE ;K)UNDARY POINTS 
00 if 2 0 - N1#N»1 
JKJ = XK(J) 
ILOw = IKj + l 
IHIGH = 1<U\X(J) 
00 36 I - lHlGHflLO^r-1 
C/.LL PVAb ( i, J,PHiA,PHlBf VORTA , VOR^B > 1»1 r <t,36) 
CALL VOKu)P (I,J.>EPsV,pHlAfPHiBfvy0RTAtVORTB»l.»n»BETA) 
36 COiNlTLiUE 
I F ( I R J , L 1 . ?) bH JO 37 
C h|E UPPER L r F T HALF C I J P V F D Q V I A I N 
00 3? I - 1 R J » 2 * - 1 
CALL v/OKcpS (I , J.EPsVr !3ETA ) 
3? CONTINUE 
C fME RIGHT CURVE M O U M O A R Y P O J M T S 
37 ILJ = iLlj) 
IHlGH = ILJ - 1 
lLOw = LVMN(J) 
00 (40 I = ILOWrlHlGHr 1 
CALL PVAD (i,j,PHlAtPHlB#VOr<rArV0.-?Tqrlr.it«B(|0) 
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C M L L ,'OKurjP ( 1 , J , E P s V » P H l A r P H l R , v n R T A , V O R T B P - l t o » B E T A ) 
4ii CO."JTIniUL 
IF' ( I L J . S T . M) ^0 TO 4 2 
I iHL UPPER RIGHT HALF CURVE DOMAIN 
00 f»i I - ILJ r M M 
C M L L VOKt-PS ( I , J . c P s V r B L T A ) 
m COUTI JUF. 
4,> CONJI -JUL 
IF ( (iCUUM/S00)#50n .ML. IC°UNT) G0 TO 4j 
WRITE (or?10) ICO'JMT 
dRlTE (6'?1l) 
CALL OUTPUT (VORD 
43 IF (i.OUNf .GT. 5000) GO TO ^7 
C . .. RECALCULATE THE MOST ACCURATE VALUES OF PHI . .. 
c IHE LOWER DOMAIN ........ 
JO 47 J - 2*NL.l 
DO 47 I = 2, MM. 
CALL PHitpS (1. J.LPq* ALP'HA) 
47 CONTMUc 
L M E LEFT CURVE *OUMD*RY POINTS 
JO 5 9 J - N l . N r l 
I R J r i K ( j ) 
lLOw _ I K j + i 
I H l b H = l ' . i A y ( J ) 
JO 5 3 I = i H I G H r I L O • ;» - 1 
C/,LL PVAtf ( i , J , PH I A , P H I t 3 , V O R T ^ r V O R T R , o M r <t>53) 
CALL PHlK,-)P ( i , J t E P q r P H l A ' P H ^ ] r l , . V A L P H A ) 
5 3 cO'^TI - IUL 
IF (IKJ . LT. ?) r.O TO '49 
C I IF UPPER LEFT HALF CyRVE OoMAlfM 
JU 48 I - lRJ»2r-l 
CALL P H I EPS ( I , J , EPS r ALPHA1) 
4 8 C0I4TI JJE 
49 ILJ = I H j ) 
IhlbH ~ ^L.J - 1 
lLOw - l'MM(J) 
C THE-" R IGHT CURVE ROU!\|D/\RY p 0 . i N T S 
JO 5 7 t - I LOW, M I G H r 1 
CALL P'S/AU ( I , J , P H l A , P H l B t V Q R T A , V O p T B , 0 ' - l » $ 5 7 ) 
C--LL P H i n j P ( I , J . E P S f P H l A t P H l H ^ - l r ^ * ALPHA) 
57 C U N T I - M U L 
I F ( I L J . o T . M) , ,0 TO 5 9 
C T H E UPPER R I ^ H T HALF CUJRVE POMAlN 
00 58 I - ILJ»MM 
CALL PHiLpS ( I , J,^Ps» ALPHA) 
58 COiJTI iUE 
5 9 C O N T I J U E 
I F ( ( U O U l T / S O G ) * 5 0 n . N E . I C O y N T ) GQ T O 44 
Wf- lTE ( b » ; > j 7 ) 
115 
CALL JUTP.jT (PHI) 
44 DC 45 I = lrMPlt 1. 
IK (vZcKU - 0.0) 44i»44lr**4o 
4u VORT(irl) = (8.0 + PHl (1,2) - P H K I » 3 ) - 7.0*PHI(I,1)) 
1 /DIS-)? 
'•30 TO '153 
41 \/ORT(l,l) = (fl.0*PHKI,2) - pHl (1,3) )/DZSQ2 
4b C UI sj j I JIJ c_ 
IF ( (XCUu;.iT/SOn)*500 .NE. iCOyMT) &0 TO 4,S 
.'i^lTE (o,;>C;4) 
WRITE ( b » P O Q ) ( I » V o R T ( I » l > * 1 = 1 , M P I ) 
4 6 IK ( ( I C U U j T / l f i O ) * 1 0 0 . M E . I C O J N T ) G 0 TO 5,1 
WRITE ( b » p 4 n ) E P S f E p S v 
b.j I F (EPS . G c . EPVviAX . O R . EPsV , G E . EPV^AX) GO TO 9 9 
m/RlTE ( Q ' P U f t ) 
WRITE (o»?4n) EPS»EPSV 
WRITE (or^lo) ICOUNT 
WRITE (b,?;7) 
CALL JUTPuT (PHI) 
,-jRlTE (6» PI 1 ) 
CALL OUTPUT (VORT) 
A'RlTE (bfPCS) 
WRITE (»rp09) (I» V-)RT(I»U, l = l,v|Pi) 
if (II . R^. n) 30 To 9(} 
! ' v2 = -A/<: 
DC 6 6 J = 1 , M P t r 1 
JO 6 6 I - l r M f ) 2 M 
L I = 2 * ( i - j ) + ] 
Lc. = ^ + I 
WRITE ( l u , j n 4 ) ( K » J , P H I < K » J ) ' K = L 1 ' L 2 > 1 ) 
6 6 WRITE ( 1 1 , 1 0 4 ) U r J , V Q R I " ( K , j ) , K = L l , L ? r D 
OU 6 7 J - l r M P l r 1 
WRITE ( U » l O f t ) <MP1» J » P H I ( f 4 P l , J ) ) 
6 7 WRITE ( 1 1 , 1 0 8 ) ( ' 4 P 1 , J r V O R T ( M P i , J ) ) 
DO 6 8 I - 1 , M P 1 , 1 
6 6 WRITE ( 1 ^ , 1 0 9 ) I . V O p T d ' D 
CALCULATE THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AND THE DRAG 
COEFFICIENTS 
uO 501 D - 1,NP1,1 
Ir (J .Ll . ril ) 30 TO 5Q4 
IhlGH = I^Ay(J) 
I(: (IHIGM - ^) 5n:.',5G3,'->C4 
»?S* C^LL M C E C ( IHIGH, J, Al , a2,Cl,C2rEi,Ep,Gl,AcX,ACEX) 
UVOX(J) = (CP*VORT(lHlGHfJ) ~ A1*(2.C + A D *VOPT( IHlGH 
1 -1,J) - ^ 0 R R D R ) / A C X 
oO TO bOA 
03 CALL ACLb (IHIGH,J,Al,A2,Cl,C2,El,Ep,Gl»AcX,ACEX) 
UVDx(J) - (4.0 + VOP8QR - E?-*Cl*VORT<lHlGH» J) + 4.0*A1* 
1 E?*VORTUHIGH-1,J) - Al*Cl*(8.fl + 3.0**1)* 
\ / D R T ( T H I : s H - ? f J ) ) / A C E X 
bOU 
o 0 TO b u i 
J V J X ( J 




i o n 
l u B 
1 0 9 
l l i , 
^ O h 
<dOh 
) - ( - 1 1 . 0 * V O R U 1 > J ) + l b . f j * V o R T ( 2 p j ) - n . o * V O R T 
( . ^ J ) + P . j * V O R T ( ^ , J ) ) / D y f , 
CONTI.MvJu 
VZROS'J - v ' 7 ^ R O * * P 
PZc.RO = 1 . 0 - VZROS') + / * . 0 * S 1 N l P S ( r " ) V D X r D Z M r N P D / R 
WKlTE ( O » P 9 0 ) PZF'<0 
l>0 5 0 b I = I r V i P i , I 
L J V D Z ( J . i - ( - 1 1 . C U V O R T U ' U + l 8 . 0 * V o R T < I ' ? > - Q .O*VQRT 
(T» 3 ) + ' . > . f ; * V 0 R r ( l , < 4 ) ) / D 7 6 
V o R T Z l U ' = VORT ('!.#.I ) 
P i ( I ) - <r . t ' * S l M P s ( D v D Z » 1 J X t 1» I ) / R - V Z F R O * c ; l M P S r V O R r Z l » 
P ( I ) = F , R O + 2 . ; * P l ( I ) 
P J ( I ) - f 1 ( I ) * C Q S ( ( I - D + O X J 
w/'iUTE ( o » r ' 9 S ) 
^ P l T E ( o r ; : q ) { I , P ( I ) » I = 3 # ^ P l ) 
u u 5 0 o X - 1 , M P 1 . .1 
^ n l T E ( i J , 11 n ) I . P ( I ) r P K I ) 
IF (i . *'i. M M A L F ) GO TO 500 
Y d ) = \ART(T» 1 ) * SI •  J ( (I-l>* >x) 
JU TO sut 
Y U ) = WuwT(T» t)*SlN< (r^P2-t-l)*DX) 
COUTIi-J'Jc: 
CuF - i . ^ S l M P S W r Q ^ 1 ,HP.U/P 
WRITE (o'^P) COP 
CJP = 2.wSi\iPr;(pJ»i)Xr I » M P D 
-.luTE (o»,-.9.̂ ) CDP 
CJ = LuF *. CDP 
r̂-vIlE (Of/9i|) 0D 
hC = CJ/(4. -T*PT) *( (PT- 1.0)/° T J 
W M T E (bf.Q^) FC 
n = . 
bO TO >'4 
iCOUNT = jCOUNT - 1 
wrUTE (O»P1 7) r»Zr')XrK»'irMf QT'AL PHA»RETAf EpSMAX.EPVMAx* 
%,ITtRA,ICOJNT,VZER0»PHlBORfVORHDR»CDF 
; »CJP»CO#FC 
wFlTt. ( O » ^ 1 M Mr -,7(-|) 
wnlTE (br pip) HP! ,E7(NPl) »RE^>ETW0Z(MPl) rRETWOZ 
v^-lTE (or p IK) RM i.V. ,RRr SQR'^S
C 
FORMAT O 
FORMAT U. (?T3,EI --S.7) ) 
FORMAT Uf3,FlS.7) 
FuRMA T (M,hiS,7) 
FORMA ( U ',,?F3 5.7) 
FORMAT It ̂ Hn I r''-RA = » 1^) 
FORMAT (i.(]»?«ix» •CONVERGENCE CONDITION H/*S ^FTM*, 
117 
i \/t •REACHEo A P T E K IS NUVIHF.R OF ITERATIONS' ) 
20 7 hJRMAC U^{0»PSX, 'STREAM F U N C T I O N ^TSTRl^uTlON A T ' I 
1 i n »ALL GRID P O I N T S ' / ) 
208 rl/RfviAI (1 ! |G»13X» 'VORTICITY
 n l S T R I R U T l O N oN T H E * , 
1 * SURFACE OF THE C Y L I N D E R * / ) 
209 FOKMAI ( b ( I . - 5 , F l 2 . « ^ ) ) 
21(, FORMAT (2UHr I-COuNT - » I'*) 
211 F O R M A T O H C * 3 3 X » 'VoRTlClTY ^IS TR iBi ITIOM A T ALI * , 
i ly» »GRl•) P0lMTS» ) 
212 FORMAT (//by'F^dMPl^ 1»l3t•)= f,F10.^»2X»»RFZ =•, 
1 f- i2.8r2X# »ETIA()Z =' »Flo.5» ?X, ' R E T W O Z =»,F12.9) 
213 FORMAT (//bY»E7(N~• »I 3, ') = *rF1C.4) 
214 FORMAT (//bx'RMAX = • i F12. 7r 2 X » • RR = • , Fl2 . 7, 2X , • 5GR =:« 
1 rn?.7,2x* * R S O =« »Fl2.7) 
217 FORMAT (IpltUXi'oZ = •,F8.6rS X r•DX = »>F8#6,8X.*R = »» 
1 f'i.i.KKf M = » , I 3 ' BX ' • N = ' » I 3 ' 8X t • PT = • * F4 . ? 
2 »//tSX.»ALPHA = f»F6»3f7Xr'RETA = frF9.6f5X» 
3 'FPSMAX = • ,lPE7,0r5*r'EP\/MAX = ',1PE7,0r1 OX, 
4 ' i.'L =• f lJ>t//f SX' * tTERA = » ' I3r lOX, » ICO'JNT = » 
5 ' 14.fly. » V Z E R O = ' »0PF9.6»'|X, »pHlBnR = *, 
b c 1 0 . 7 # 7 X . ' V O R H D R = •»F3.1r//f5XrTDF = »r 
/ >'l4.ft»lX,'CriP - ' »Fl^.b#l<» tCD = '»Fl4,b( 
a //»S> , »F = ' rPl^fi) 
23u FORMAT < ii1 »ux» f or r ' # F8.6, ̂;< » • OX = «rF8.6»BX»«P = •# 
1 ^O.l.AVr'"1 r »,l^#8X'»fl r * ,I,V8X,'PT = »>F4.? 
«c r//,hX, rALPrl/ = f rF6-3»7Xr'BETA = ',F9.h,5X» 
3 'FPSMAX = ', lPE7.0f 5Xr »EpVMAx = •» 1PE7.0, 
4 llX»»NL - ' »12»//'5X' iVZERO = ',0pF9.6,4Xr 
>̂ V H IHDR = • ,F9.0) 
^40 FORMAT (' EPS r»»E15.7»t E^SV =t,El5.7) 
290 FORMAT IiHO»30Xr»PZEKO = ''F^.S) 
292 FORMAT U,{0»?2X»'DRAb COEFFICIENT C Q F = ',FlQ.s) 
293 FORMAT (IMCr?2X»•ORAb COEFFICIENT C O P = '•Flo.*) 
c94 FORMAT U,ic»lOXr»TOTAL ORAG COEFFICIENT C Q = COF + •, 
1 »rDo - t,Fn,5>) 
cd9b FORMAT (ifl-j, i3X» • PRESSURE 01 SjRlBi iTj ON ON THE SURFACE* 
1 ' OF THE CYLINDER'//) 





OiMENblOu 0 ( u ) , E ( ' l ) , F ( 4 ) 
LATA uil) ,L,{?) , D ( ' I ) / ' (Ori » M - 1 = , ' , ' l 2 / ) » / 
DMTA L ( i ) , E ( ? ) , E ( 4 ) / » ( 3 H » M J = r I 3 » ' r ' I 2 ) • / 
DATA F ( l ) , F ( ? ) , F ( ' 0 / ' ( /OH ' » f I = n # i l 2 ) » / 
:o-s - •)•«. i ionni 
A T I T E ( o r ? ? f H 
0 0 5 J = ! . l » 151 t 1 
118 
h J M l - J - i 
PTOVK:. - ,v| / F X r r > ( F J M l + )7) 
XuVRDX = . - .STM(PTv)VR-- ) /DX 
i - v l l ~ . O V R ^ V + EPS 
IF ( I v | i . L | . 1 ) 60 TO fi 
F i M l = i s j 
i = I -U + 1 
i.-lAx (U ) = I 
£vi = , iH^ . T 
I vi 1 N { J ) - I M 
10\JRD^ - { A L 0 G ( P T / S T N ( F I M 1 * D X ) ) )/;..)Z 
A ( l f J ) = XOV/RJX - F l V l l 
A ( l M , J ) - A ( I , J ) 
! J ( I , J ) - 70VRD7 - F j M l 
i ( I M r J ) - F ( T r J ) 
I*- ( A J S l o ( i , j ) ) . L T . : P o ) 3 0 TO 2 
I P ( A J S ( ' ( I » J ) ) . G E . EPS) Go TO 3 
2 I TYPE ( I » J ) = n 
l i Y P E ( l ^ j ) - n 
M i , j ) - , . n 
t> ( I M , J ) - i _ n 
W K I T E ( a ' ? 2 ^ ) ( I . J , I T Y P E ( 1 , J ) ,A< I , J ) , R ( I » J ) r I M , J , 
1 I T YPF ( I M » J > » A ( r-1» J ) ' R ( I M , J ) ) 
00 TO ) 
3 IF- 0 3 ( I » J ) . I F . I . 0 ) GO TO 4 
1 TYPE( [ » J j = 3 
1 ( Y P E C . [ H » J ) = 7* 
v ( l t j ) - I . n 
L i ( l M , J ) = l . P 
WRITE ( o r ? 2 3 ) ( I , J , I ) YPtif I » J ) , A ( I , J ) , B ( I » J ) r I M . J , 
1 I T Y P r ( I \U J ) t A ( I M r J ) r B ( I M , J ) ) 
GO TO ^ 
H l T Y p t ( I » J ) = 1 
I T Y p E ( i ; v | , j ) = 1 
.VKlTE ( b ' ? 2 * ) ( I r J r i T Y P C U » J } »A ( I r J ) , R ( I , j ) , XM. J , 
1 I T Y P F ( I M tJ) » A ( I M , J ) f R ( I M , J ) ) 
S C O N T M U c 
b NP1 = J - I 
c LoC/nr ROUI-JOARY POINTS OF TYPE 2 . . . . 
N = KJP.l - 1 
0 0 9 J = ?;J ,r.!, 1 
F J M i = J „ -, 
1 - I i - i 'AXt j ) - 1 
7 I F ( I M ' ' X l j + i ) . Gh . I ) GO TO '-> 
IM = -1p£ - T 
P I M i - I „ , 
l - J ( l r j ) = ( A L n b ( P T / 5 l N ( F l M l * D > > ) ) ) / ^ / - F j M l 
Li ( 1M , J ) - - ( T t J ) 
i 1 YPE.( I r u ) = £ 
1 TYPE U Mr. i) = ? 
A H r J ) - 1.0 
A (IM, J ) - 1. n 
WKlTE (6'P?3) {I,J,TTYP£(1» 
lT>PE(IMfJ)» 
J > r A ( I , J ) , R ( I r J ) r I M . J , 
A < I M * J ) # B ( l M f J ) ) 
1 = 1 , ^ P l ) 
( ITYPF. ( I » J ) # 
[ S l . M P i ) 
I = I - J 
'30 TO 7 
8 CONTIiMUc 
1 K ( J ) = 1 
If, = y,p,: - j 
I L ( J ) = i V! 
9 CCUTI ' ivJL 
VvRlTE ( o » ? ? i ) 
L 13) = . i F , 
W r < l 7 £ (*>» •",) ( I , 
F ( 3 ) = -if i 
rtKlTF ( o r r - ) ( J » 
F ( 3 ) - ,--iri 
•WRITE ( ^ ' c ) ( I # 
WRITE ( " ' ? £ ? ) 
WRITE ( o » ? G 4 ) 
WRITE ( k ' v l R ) ( ( J t l M A X ( J ) » 
1 I R ( J ) » l - ' i A X ( j ) , T " l M ( J ) » I L 
WRITE ( t j » ; > ? n ) 
2 0 1 FORMAT (t>-t 1= . M l 2 / ) 
2 0 ? FORMAT ( 0 i J - r I 3 . * 1 J 2 ) 
2 03 FORMAT ( / ^ H 1= r 6 i I ? ) 
20** FORMAT ( - * y , • J I , b X » » l K » , 6 X r f 
e l l 8 FORMAT U j G i l X # I . ^ l S X r l 2 r B X 
i I 2 ' 7 X f i 2 ) ) 
2 2 0 FORMAT < A+X , • J * rf»X , » I R * » 6X * 
2 2 1 FORMAT ( l u l , »THE L O C A T I O N S 
1 ' M N D T H E I Q T Y P E S ' / ) 
2 2 ? FORMAT < J H 1 , ' T H E L O C A T I O N S 
1 ' H N D i L ) /.MP THE ' 'OyNQARY P 
-*23 FORMAT l . M S » ? F 1 0 . ^ » 1 . l 3 x » 3 I 3 » 
2 2 4 FORMAT ( i H l , P H I . 3H J , 6 H I 
1 2 H I M » 3 H J , * H l T Y P E , ( * X r 1 H A , 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUt iROUT l ' ^F IMPUT I K P ) 
I t \ iCLuOc ^ i M E N S r L l S T 
PA I r 3 . J ^ 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 6 
I F (KR • - - ' . n ) GO To ••> 
•JQ 3 i = P » M , 1 
JO 3 J = P f r ; p 1 , 1 
I F ( I . ^ 1 . MHALF) G O TO 2 
P H 1 ( I , J ) = r-:7( J ) * S l N ( ( I - 1 ) * L -
X ) - \ / Z F R O * ( I - l ) * D Y 
00 TO 3 
x = l f M P l ) r J = N , N l , - U 
I M I N ( J ) , J = N P l » M P l ) » ( J » 
(J)t J = N , N i r - l > ) 
I M \ X » r b X r » i M l N t , 6 X r » I L » ) 
r * 2 / ( 2 X ' I 3 f6x r T 2 r 7 X • I 2 tAX , 
' I f ^ A X • p^Xt • I M I M ' > 6 X r • U - » ) 
OF THE BOUNDARY P O I N T S • 
° F THE INNER P O I N T S ( I R • 
O ^ N T S ' / ) 
2 F i G . 6 / > 
T ^ P E » t i X » l H A » 9 X » l H R r 18X# 
9 X , 1 H B / / ) 
120 
j> PHl(IrJ) r F7(J)*SIU( (MP2-I-1)*DX) - VZERo* (1-1 ) *HX 
3 CONTINUE 
DO 4 i - 1 >:4P1 , 1 
DO <* J = P» IIP 1,1 
4. vo«T(i»Ji = n.o 
"70 TO •.' 
h i-1'J 2 = -*/c. 
^0 11 J -1,Mp],1 
DO 11 i - lrMDgrl 
Ll r t>*(l-i ) + 1 
L^ = 2.«I 
11 READ (S'l-c+i (IQ, JQ,PdI (K»J) ' K=L1'L2»1) 
DO 1? J - 1 rMPl r 1 
Ik READ (Srl; 8) I Qf JO , PHI ( ̂ 1P1 » J > 
JO 7 J = 1 , MP1 i 1 
00 7 I = i »,*r-2»l 
Ll = **( J.-] ) + 1 
L <f = ,£ * i 
7 KEAQ (Srln*M ( I Q, JQ, VQRT ( K , J ) , K=Ll»L2rD 
00 8 J = i)MP] , 1 
B READ (SrlnB) IQ» JQ,\/0RT(MP1,J) 
9 JO lo J - 1 , OPlr 1 
PnI(l,J) = n.O 
1(/ Pr.I(MPlrJ) r -VZ-PO*PAI 
00 13 { - ],MP]M 
13 PnKlrLi = -V7ER0*(I-1)*DX 
10^ FORMA! <^(2T*»E15.7> ) 
I Oh FORMAT (M3,PIS.7) 
RETuR •* 
EOD 
S U O R O J T I N F PHI EPS (I»J,EPS r^LPHA) 
INCLUDE I'l^FNS.LrST 
PHIOL'J = PHI(I,J) 
Prd(ItJ) - P H I ( I # J ) + <\LP<;A*< -VO^T(I, J)*DXSQE7(J) 
i + PHl(I+l»J) +• P'<Kx-lrJ) + (PHI (Ir J-t-1 ) 
Z + ^HI (I.J-1 ) )*RATISQ - R1*PHKI» J) )/Ri 
EPS = FPS + ABS(PHKlrJ) - PHIOLD) 
KLlliR . 
END 
SUt iROUr i f ' -F PVAB ( I » J r P H l A r P H ^ R r VOR^Ar VORTp » I V » K » $ ) 
I N C H JUL I ^ i F N S » L l S T 
I F ( I f f P u ( I , j ) - 3 . ) 5 , 3 , 1 
1 P H I ( I r J ) - P H I 3 D R 
IF (IV . : o . o ) Go TO 2 
VORT(IrJ) = V0R3fiK 
y KETUR i 9 
3 PHI A ~ P'MBDR 
PHlB = Pnj(T,J+1) 




























IA = P 














L L , u i £ 
I O L J = 
I l j = 
O h ft OR 
^ R T I f » J+.1 ) 
1) 00 TO 7 
P i K h J ) 
LPS - -;;p 
KLTURN 
LliL) 
S U B R o U T l 
INCLUJE 
VOROLu = 
V O R T d # J 
' ( I * J ) .KH: 
" J ( I f K . J ) 
PTEOP 
- o , o ) Go TO B 
v'OKTC I + K » J ) 
W'RRDR 
HIBOR 
^ J Li OR 
r - . j . 0 ) GO TO S 
ORBOR 
^-RHOR 
N'E P H I ' D P ( I » J » E P S » p H i A , p H l B » K » K P r A L P H / \ ) 
u I M F N S # L I ST 
fC ( 11 J f K p » .̂ 1» B 1 * C r 0 r E • F , G ' H > P » Q ) 
P H I ( 1 r J ) 
( * p H I A + C+cPHI ( I - K »
J ) + ( P * P H l B + Q * P M l ( I r 
j - - I ) J + R A T I S Q - L ) - 5 * L ) X S Q * E T W 0 Z ( J ) * V 0 R T ( I » J ) 
) / ( R A T l S y / B 1 +• t . O / A l ) 
= P ' i I ( I . J ) + A L P H A * < P H I I J - p H K T r J ) ) 
b + AH ' ; <PH[ ( I , J ) - p H l O L r v ) 
Nh \/ORFPS ( I » J , E P S V ' B E T A ) 
.̂ r MP MS. L I ST 
v . / 0 R T ( I K I ) 
) = 
4 
cPSV = r_Pc;V + ABS(V/ORT( I » J ) " V O R Q L Q ) 
RETURN 
L . J O 







<<? VORBQP ( 1 » J t E P S V f P . H l A , p H i B r V o R T A f V 0 9 T R * K » 
< P , B E T - ) 
: - ' I ^ E N t S r L i S T 
1 C ( I * J ' K P » A1 r F31 f C > D » t * f t 0 ' H » P » Q ) 
\/ORT ( I r,J) 
( ( F * V f ) R T A + C * V O R T ( I - K f J ) ) / R A T l S f i + F * 
) * V O R T ( i , J - i ) + K * R * ( ( F * V > R T H VORTF-
H* 
P 
i .7 r w r -•- '.v * v K,'<^ t \ ~ § v i t -t- r * « » i j r f y j K i n — 
* V O P T ( I » J - U ) * < E * P H I A - G * F » H I ( I - K » J ) -
* P H l ( I » J ) > - ( F * V O R T ^ - G * V o R T ( I - K » J ) ) * 
122 
i+ ( F * P H U - H * P H l ( l , v J - l ) - Q * P M I ( I » J ) ) ) 
b / W . 0 * r ) X O V J 2 . ) ) / t 1 . 0 / ( A i * R A T l « ; Q ) + 1 . 0 / b l 
6 + K*R* (<J* (F*PHIA - G * p H l ( l - K » J ) - P * P H K l , 
7 j ) ) - P * ( F * P M I B - H * P H l ( I » J - l ) - Q * P H K I » 
B J) ) )/(«+.0*DXOVL>Z> ) 
V O K T ( i r J ) = V O R T ( I t J ) + B E T A * ( V O R T l j - V O R T ( I , J ) ) 
LPSV = £pc;y + ABS(VORT( I f J ) " V O R O L Q ) 
HETUR;] 
END 
SUBROUTINE ACEG ( L» J> A I» A2>Ci,C2» El, E2 * Gl» ACX> iCEX) 
INCLUJE ur.MFNS»L!ST 
Al = A(Lrj) 
CI = 1.0 + A(L»J) 
El = 1. 0 + A ( L > U > 
Gl = 1.0 + ?.0*A(LrJ) 
A2 = al**? 
C^ r Cl**? 
ACX = Al*C1*Ox 
IF (L .LI . s\ GO TO 1 
E2 = Ei*+P 
A C E X = 2 . n * A l * C l * E l * D x 
1 RETuR.i 
ElNiLi 
SUBROUTINE ABETC ( I , J r KP r A 1, B x , C , U ' E » F » G M-i» P , Q) 
INCLUJE . IMFMS»LIST 
A'I = A(IrJ) 
Ji = <3(I'J) 
C = 1 .„/< 1 .1 4- Al ) 
u = 1. V(i,n + Bl) 
E = 1, j / U 1 * ( 1 . 0 + A1) ) 
F = i. j/Usi * n .o +- ~U)) 
IF (KP .N=".. n) Go TO 1 
G = 1.0/t-
H = 1.0/f-
P = (i.o - Al ) /Ai 
o = (i.o - m )/di 
L KciUR'J 
EoO 
SUJROUTif--- OUTPUT O U T ) 
INCLUDE ^II'iFNS.LlST 
UlMENblOi^ OUTCftitlft^) 
uC l -J - :Pi ,MI f-1 
ihlGH = i-AY(J) 
iLOfc ^ i'vi[N(JJ 
rthlTE (6r^2R) (Jt (IrOUT(I»U) r I=l,lHlGH)) 
WRITE <b»P?f»> (iMrOjTIjMr J) » I M=MPl » I LOW r -1) 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 J= l !L» 1 .-1 
W K I T E lb»?2S) (Jr (lrOUT(I»U)» 1=1,MPl)) 
, : L O U T I I J I J ; ~ 
2 b FORMAT ( ' J = • » I V I 1 0 ( I 3 » F f > , b ) ) > 
2 b FORMA I ( 1 « . ( T 3 » F 9 . M ) 
I ^ T U R ^ 
F.NO 
FUNCTION s i MPS ( F > H , I - \ » I f ' J > 
i l i ^ENo iO.M F ( 1 ) 
L = ( I i - I A ) / 2 
I F ( l ! 3 - I / « - 3 ) 1 , 2 , 3 
1 SI, MPS = J . C 
rtETUR'-J 
^ S I M P S - l F ( T A ) + F ( i H ) ) * H / 2 . 0 
Hh TURN 
3 SUM = K ( 1 ) 
l > l = L - 1 
U ( L N i . L T . 1 ) .-,0 rO S 
JO 4 I - 1 A »l M l 
<• SUM - SU." + u . n * F ( l A + 2 * I - 3 ) + 2 . 0 * F ( I A + 2 * I ) 
5 I K ( ( i i - I A ) . N £ . ( 2 * L > ) G 0 TO 6 
SUM - SUV + a . c * F ( I \ + 2 * L - l ) + r(I\+?*L) 
51 ^ P S = r» *S ! IN» /3 .n 
KcTURN 
6 SUM z S O - + u . 0 * F ( l A + 2 * L - l ) + 2 . S * F ( I A + 2 * L ) 





( Start ) 
Read in control 
parameters 





Read in the 
values of i|f 
Calculate 
the radia l 
ve loc i t ies 
Calculate 
the angular 
ve loci t ies 
Print the 
resu l t s 
( Stop ) 
"BNDPTS" - obtain the 
detail information 
of boundary points 
"VZ2PA" - calculate the 
radial velocities 
at 2 interior points 
"VZ3UPA" - calculate 
the radial velocities 
and 3 and k interior 
points 
I "ITZ" - in terpola te 
in rad ia l direct ion 
1 
"VZ5PA"-calculate 
the radial velocities 




I "ITX"-interpolate \|i 
in angular direct ion 
"OUTPUT"-print out 
the rad ia l and 










Figure C-2. Computer Block Diagram for Angular and 
Radial Velocit ies Calculation. 
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MAIN 
UlMENS P R U L 
COMMON i)X , D7 # Mi N , MPl r MP2 t MrlftLp r Nl» NP1» PT» VZERO . R 
1 »PMla()RjDX6»0Xl2»D26»°Zl2»Jl» Jpr J3,NL 
COMMON RhI < M »I*+3) »lTYPE(61,li+3) rA<6l» H*3)»8(61 »1**3) # 
1 iK(i43) t I L ( l 4 3 ) ,IMAX(1^3) , lMiN(ll|3) 
2 »C7(t^3)fFTW0Z(1^3) 
COMMON V*(61,143),VZ(61»1>3) »VXA(f,l) rVXB(6l) ,V7A<61) , 
1 V^-i(fti)iPHITPX(1^3)»PHITPZ(6.D 
cMu 
C LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER FLOW PAST A SINGLE ROw OF 
C CYLINDERS W I T H S U P F A C F MASS TRANSFER 
c AUTHOR: U-YEH J. FANG, SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
C ' GEORGIA TECH, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
0 OtsLY» 197a 
INCLUDE ^I MENS,LIST 
READ (hrlr,2) M.NLrPT»R»ALPHA»BETA,VzEROfEpSMAX, 
1 EPv/MAx 
PA I = 3.i'4i?sq?65:66 
DX = PAi/M 
MHALF = N/2 4- i 
MP I r M 4 1 
MP2 = M *• ? 
,''UM1 = I - ] 
MM 2 = i - 2 
PnlBDR = PT - VZFRO*(MHALF - l)*DX 
7.X = A L O ^ ( P T > 
DZ - ZX/f-'i. 
Nl = ML + 1 
D X b — o • C •. j y 
W b : 6»C*[')7 
JXl2 = 12.c*0X 
0/,l2 = 1^.0*07 
1 DEfFRMINE THE NLJVTJER 0 F GRID SPACING IN PADIAL 
C DIRECTION AND THE BOUNDARY pOlNTS O F BOTH LEFT 
C AND RIGHT HALF AMD THE*R ASSOCIATED INTERCEPTS 
C M L L bNDPTS 
WRITE (o'?30) DZ,DX,RrMrN»PT'ALPHA»RETA,EpSMAX.EPVMAx, 
1 NL,VZERO,PHlBL)R 
•MJ2 = M/^ 
NO 6 J - i#NP1»1 
JO fo I = i»MH2»1 
LI = 2*< t - 1 ) + 1 
L2 ~ 2*1 
b Re AD i'Dfl^A) ( I Q . J Q , P H I (K»J) ' K=L1'L2,1) 
,J0 7 J = 1 rMPI , 1 
7 READ ( S r l n b ) I Q » J O , p H l ( M P 1 , j ) 
NO 11 X - 1 ,MP1M 
V X ( 1 , 1 J = 0 . 0 
SJ7FR0 
MHALF) GO TO 10 
= q l N ( ( 1 - 1 ) * r )X ) 
= - C O S ( ( 1 - 1 ) * 0 Y ) 
- V X ( M P 2 - I t MPD 
= - V Z ( " 1 P 2 - I » N P 1 ) 
v z d , i ) -
IF ( I . 6 1 
V X ( I # N P 1 ) 
v z d , I-JPI) 
GU TO 11 
10 V X d . H P l ) 
v z d . JPI ) 
11 CONJI4UL 
DO 12 J = 1 #NJP1 t 1 
E Z ( J ) = L<fP( ( j - l ) * D 7 ) 
12 ETWOZ(J) = FXP(2.0*(J-1)*^) 
CAuCULATF THE VELOCITIES 
AKITE (m?99) 
00 "136 ^ - M.N1 f-1 
IHlGH = M A Y (J) 
ILOiw - IK(J) + l 
IHlGHM = TMIN(J) 
ILOwM = iL(J) - 1 
IF (IHIOM .6F. 3) 
CMLL V72PA 
CALL 7/.2PA 
GO TO 4ob 
401 IF (IHIOM , G T . 4) GO TO 402 
CALL V734PA ( IHlbHr J» 1»-1»4) 
CALL V Z 3 H P A (IHl^HM, Jr-lrl »N!^2) 
'50 TO 'l-jcj 
402 C M L L VZbH\ (THIGH»J,1»-1) 
CALL VZoPA (1»Jf-1»1) 
IHl? - IrtlGH - 2 
JO 40J> I = 3»IHl?rl 
403 VZ(I,J) - (PHIf1+2»j)-ti.0*PHl(I+lrJ)+8.0*PHI(I^lrJ)-
1 PHl(I-2» J) )/(r)Xl2*EZ(j)) 
IF (IHIGH .po. I L O W ) GO TO 4I9 
lHll = I.'ilGH - 1 
L- - ILOWrlKllrl 
Go TO 401 
( THIGH r J,l»-D 
(IHlGHVi»J»-l»l) 
405 
00 4 lei 
U = r3(L 
DO tiob K 
LK = L -






-( 1 1 .n*PHlRDK-18»G*PHlTP7.(L-l>+9#0*PHTTPZ 
1 (L-2)-2.0*PHlTPZ(L-3))/<0X6*EZ(J)) 
WRITE (orpBQ) L»J»V7B(L) 
418 CONTINUE 
419 CALL y/Zbr, ( THIGHM » Jf -1' 1) 
CALL VZSK, (MP1 rirl,-l) 
Ihl2M = IHlGHM 4 P 
00 422 Iv> = IHI2M»M'U»1 
422 VZ(IM»J) = (PHldM + prJ)-8tO*PHl(I^-»-l»j)+8.0*PHT(IM-l, 
127 
if ( M I OH 
I h l l M = i 
,J0 4 3 7 L'-'i 
L)/M Z. J ( t 
JO 4 2 4 K 
LKM = lj ,yi 
Cx.LL I T Z 
4 2 4 CO:-4TI.4Ut_ 
V / ^ ( L ' J 0 ~ 
1 
WRITE < ° ' 
4 3 7 C C M T M U ! : ' : 
43B CONTI.JiJc 
DO 4 3 9 J 
\ Z Z ( l , J ) -
i 
V,: i M P i r J ) 
1 
2 
V Z ( 2 » J ) = 
I 
V ,. ( M , J ) -
1 
uO 4 3 9 i 
4 3 9 VZ( I , J ) -
1 
hi.-.L = 'i -
V X ( 1 , ! ) -
\ / X < 2 , , ) = 
1 
VX C M P 1 » i •* J 
V X ( M , r i ) = 
i 
L P = c 
3 0 4 5 i J 
V X ( 1 » J ) -
V X ( V ' P l r J ) 
I H I G H - i 
iLOfc = A" 
I r l lGH-^ l -
ILOftM ~ i 
A> = M ( 1 M 
J , = J -
J,-: = J -
J 3 = J -
I F ( M l G h 
,, "j 4 4^ Ji^ 
CALL i r x 
J ) - P H T ( I M - 2 ' J ) ) / ( , X 1 2 + E Z ( J > ) 
•1 . F O . [LOwM) CiO TO 4 3 8 
Hl*»HM + 1 
= TLOWM* l | I l M r - 1 
1»J) 
- \ , 3 » I 
» K 
( L K M r J » ; / M ) 
( 1 1 . l ) * P H I : ^ R - l B . O * P u I T P ? ( L
v ' + l ) + q . O * P M l T P Z 
(! M f 2 ) - 2 . 0 * P H l T P Z < L M + 3 ) > / ( D X 6 * F Z ( J ) ) 
?BO) L M » J # \ / Z . H ( L M ) 
I ( I f J ) - 4 3 , C ^ P H I ( 2 , J ) + 3 6 . 0 * P H T ( 3 » J ) -
1 ( 4 , . J i + 3 . 0 * F * H I ( S » J ) ) / ( 0 y l 2 * E 7 ( J ) ) 
• P H I ( ! ( / l -3» J ) + 1 6 . 0 * P H I (M-? . r J ) - 3 6 . 0 * P H I 
J ) + 4 8 . 0 * P H I (Mf J ) - 2 5 . 0 * P } < I ( M P l » J ) ) / 
E 7 ( J ) ) 
( 1 » J ) + 1 0 . 0 * P H I ( 2 » J ) - l 8 . n * P H I ( 3 > J ) + 
U , J ) - P H I ( 5 , J ) ) / < D X l 2 * E 7 ( J ) ) 
r J ) - f t . 0 * P H * ( M - 2 > J ) + l 8 . 0 * P H I ( M - l » J > -
I ( M , J ) - 3 . 0 * P H I ( M P i » J ) ) / ( D X 1 2 * E Z ( J ) ) 
I ( I - I r J > - P H i ( I + t , j ) ) + p H T ( I + 2 , J ) - P H I 
) / ( O X l 2 * E Z < J > ) 
= ML » 2 > r - l 
( 2 < S . 0 * P H 
1 8 . 0 * P H 
= ( - 3 . 0 
( M - l , 
( 0 X 1 2 * 
( 3 . 0 * P H i 
h . o * P n l 
( P H I M - ; * 
1 0 . 0 * P h 
r 3 , M ^ 1 . 1 
( 8 . 0 * ( P ^ -
( I - ? » J ) 
1 
L'.O 
( - P H I l ? » N - 3 ) + 6 . 0 * p H i ( 2 , M - 2 ) - l 8 . 0 * P M l r 2 » N M I ) 
+ 1 0 . 0 * P H I ( 2 » N ) + 3 , 0 * P H I ( 2 , N P l ) ) / ( Q Z 1 ? * E Z < N ) ) 
- n.o 
{ - P H I ( • • l > N - 3 ) + 6 # r ; * p H I ( M , r j - 2 ) - l 8 . n * P H T f?„»NM,l) 
+ 1 0 . 0 * P H K 2 » N ) + 3 . 0 * P H I ( 2 , N P l ) ) / ( D 7 1 ? * E Z ( N ) ) 
= H M 1 , N 1 r - 1 
o .n 
- n.c 
s*.Av ( J ) 
( J ) f l 
L MI M ( J ) 
L (, J) - 1 
TOM, J ) 
. O F . 3 ) GO 10 4 4 7 
- ,11 t J 3 » - l 
( l H T o H » J K » 1 r AX) 
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44 ;> C O N J I ' j tc 
VXA( i H I i j r . ) - 1 - 2 . C * P H I T P X U 3 ) 4 - 9 . 0 * t P H l T P X ( J 2 ) - 1 ^ . 0 * 
1 P H T T P x U l ) + U . C * P H l p O R ) / ( D Z f , * E 7 ( J ) ) 
WHITE ( O » ; ' H A ) I H I O H , J r \ / X A ( I H i OH) 
uO (|<4b JfS = J i | J 3 » - 1 
C M L L i l X U H T G H M , J K , - 1 , AX) 
4 4 5 CONTINUE 
VXM ( i h l v i H i ) = ( - p . 0 * P H T T P X ( j 3 ) + g . o * P H l T p X ( J 2 ) - 1 8 . 0 * 
1 P r t l T P X ( J l ) + 1 1 • 0 * P H I B D P ) / ( 0 7 6 * E Z ( J ) ) 
UhlT'E ( b » . £ ^ ) I r l l C H M r J , V X A ( I H I G H M ) 
LP = LP < 1 
IF (LP . - . 1 ) On TO 4 5 1 
JO 4 4 a Jh r KJM j , -W-1 
* X ( I H L . H ' J K ) = ( P H I ( l U I 3 H * J K - ^ ) - B . 0 * P H l ( I H I G H » - I K - 1 ) + 
i > w O * P U I ( I H I G H , J K + I ) - P H K l H l G H r JK + 2 ) ) 
L / ( 0 7 1 ^ * E Z ( JK) > 
>+4fe V X ( I H I ; H i - , J K ) = ( P H I ( I H l O H M r J K - 2 ) - 8 . 0 * P H l ( i H I G M M r J K - j ) 
i + 8 . 0 * p H I ( I H I G H M . J K + 1 ) - P H T ( I H I &HM t JK + ? 
) ) / ( J 7 l 2 * E Z < JK ) ) 
bO TO 'O-i 
447 If; (IMIUH . - T . I LOW) SO TO 4^8 
CALL I / X A D ( i H I v v H t J f 1 » AX> 
CALL vAA,) ( THIGHMf J . - 1 . , A Y ) 
?C TO M-^l 
' f48 C/-LL JK** ( I H I G H t J I 1 » ' X) 
CALL VXAo ( I H l G H v i r J , - 1 , A X ) 
1 r-il 1 = iH- tGH - 1 
0 0 4 4 0 l L . | - I L O v j f l H l l r l 
4 4 9 C i . L L 'v /X'^ ( Tl H , J , 1 , \X ) 
I H l l M - i n l G H V I + 1 
Uu 4 5 0 I I '.vi = I H 1 1 M , 1 L 0 W M » I 
•*bn CALL ,/xA:.; ( I L H - ^ f J » - l » AX) 
4 6 1 C O U T I - I J t 
JO 4 r v i i - ? , M , 1 
4b? V X ( i ^ ) - ( - 3 . 0 * P ^ I ( i r 1 ) - 1 0 . 0 * P H I ( I , 2 ) + 1 8 . 0 * P H T ( I » 3 ) 
i - f c . G * P M l ( I r 4 ) + P H l < I # 5 ) ) / ( D j ? l 2 * r Z ( 2 ) ) 
JO 4 5 a J - Ml , 2 » - l 
V X ( 1 , ..;) - 0 . 0 
4 b 3 V X ( M P i , j ) - o .O 
WHITE (t>»?9ft) 
CALL OUTPUT f V X ) 
•.vRiTE ( br r>97> 
CALL OUTPUT (\I7) 
WJ2. = - 1 / , . 
0 0 4 5 4 J = 1 , h p l , ! 
0 0 4 5 4 i = 1 , M 0 2 i 1 
L i = 2 * ( i - 1 ) + 1 
L P = ^ * I 
<4b4 W K I T E ( l a t i n s ) <K^ J , V X ( K r J ) r V ^ ( K , , ] ) , K = L l f L 2 » l ) 
JO 4 5 J J ~ 1 , N P 1 , 1 
4 b b WHITE ( i H # J r 7 ) VIP1 , J , v/X < N5P 1 » J ) » V Z (
M P 1 r J ) 
DO <4bo i = 1 »MP1 • 1 
<+b6 V.. . ITE ( i ^ » I O f > ) I P V X A ( I ) » V X i 3 ( I ) , V Z ^ < I > f V z ; i ( I ) 
1C2 FORMAT ( i 
I C a FORMA I ^ ( ^ . T ^ , E l r S . 7 ) ) 
1 0 b FORMAT U . ( 2 - n » ? E l r > . 7 ) ) 
i C b FOKvift f ( i -^»/ | f l b . 7 ) 
1 : 7 FORMAT < ^ f 3 , p E ' l 5 . 7 ) 
10B FORMAT <<•• T 3 . F 1 S . 7 ) 
P3U FORMAT I l n l t t * X » ' " ) ? = » , F S . 6 » B X , « Q X
 r , » F S . 6 * 8 X . ' R = » t 
i - ' . . l , h X » » ^ - t , I 3 » 8 X ' « N = ' f l 3 ' f l X , ' P T -• » » F ' + . p 
L r / / , b X , ' A L P )A = • r F 6 « 3 r 7 X » f R E T A = N F 6 . 3 » 8 X » 
j ' E P « ; M A X - f , l P t £ 7 . 0 r b X , »EpVMAx - ' » 1 P E 7 . 0 , 
*+ l i , X . » M L = • , I 2 » / / ' 5 X » »VZEP0 r » , Q p F 9 . 6 . <+X ' 
0 ' n H T «[> R = • , F 9 . b ) 
p.Mb rORMAT U K X , » V X A ( • , l p , » , * » l 2 , f ) = » > F l 0 . f t ) 
;.>69 FORMAT ( . - > X . » \ ' 7 3 ( • , 1 > , ' » ' ' 12 , * ) = t » F l O « f » > 
P.97 FORMAT ( H 1 , I T H £ V E L O C I T I E S ( ^ z ) O N THE REf7ULAR G R I D • , 
1 • P O T N T S M 
298 FORMAT (1,1,'THE VELOC I TILS (Vx) O'l THE REGULAR GRID •, 
I ' POTLTS' ) 




SUiJROUTl fv- V7PPA ( L » J > K ' l P > 
INCLUOE t ' ] ; - i f : - r iS»LTST 
C A L L ^CL- (l,,J,Ai .A?rCT'C2fElr£2»GlrACX,AcEx) 
L i i< - L - K 
V^A(L) x iRicfGl^pHI-iiJ.R-CP.+^Hl (LrJ)+A2*PHl (LlK» J) )/ 
L (f.Cy*EZ(J) > 
WRITE (»;»PM> L*J«V7ML> 
V/(L, J) - lP*{PHf"Df<-( 1 .u-^'tPril (L, J)-A2*PHI (LlKr J) )/ 
1 (ACx*L'(J) ) 
Vc ( L L M O) - T P * ( - . P H l L O R + C - * P | t l ( L » j ) - A l * E U P H I < l . l K » J > ) / 
i ( A C X * E Z ( J ) ) 
2 t i h F L R M A T ( L S X » » V 7 A ( » , IP_, ' , » f I 2 , ' > - » » F l 0 . f t ) 
RETlJR S. 
L u '0 
S U J R O L i T i " ^ - V73«+P'. ( L r J , K , i P r K p ) 
l iJCLU-JE ~iMFN!S 
C vLL A C E O ( L , J , A r t A p r C L r C 2 f E l , E 2 , G l , A C X » A c E x ) 
L K \ r L - \ 
L . L < z L - : > *K 
L . ^ = L - V * K 
V / A ( L ) = P * ( ( u . H - l ; > . J * A 1 + 6 , U - 4 C A 2 ) * P H I H D R - C 2 * E ? + P H I ( L , 
I j ) + p . 0 * R p * f - 2 * P H l ( L l K , 0 - ) - A 2 * C p * P ( ! I ( L p K , J ) ) 
'- / ( ftCEX*EZ( .1) ) 
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Vc(LlKrJ) 
VV. (Lp^f dj 
Wi'lTE- (O»?HR) L»d»VzA(L> 
\/Z(L,d) - IP*U#0*Pi|ItH")K-Cl*£i*(2.0..3#0*Ai )*PHT (L»J> 




P / ( J ) ) 
= TP*( i.0*PMI3[)U-Cl*E2*pHl (L» J)+1. 0*^1*^2* 
1 PHKLlKrd)-Al*(8.0 + 3.0*AlV*Cl*^>Hl(L2Kr 
2 d))/<ACEX*E7<J>) 
:V_ = B ( L , i) 
IP <L .'••-:>- «<P) GO TO P. 
IK ( I fYP'. I L . J ) . d E . 1) GO ro 5 
CALL IT<L ( L l K » J » i i 7 ) 
P d l T P / ( L t ' K ) = PHI ( L p K , J ) 
VZB(L) - T P * r 3 . 0 * P H l B D R - t + . 0 * P H l T P Z ^ L l K ) + P H l T P Z f L 2 K ) ) / 
l ( 2 . n * n x * F Z ( J ) ) 
WRITE ibtsbQ) L> J'VzB(L) 
GO TO -> 
? IK (Il'YP-(L.J) .dE. 1) GO TO 1 
DO i| IK - 1 »?» 1 
LK = L - ;K*K 
CALL IT I (LK.J»b7) 
4 COdJIdUL 
PhlTPZ(Lj!<) - PHKL^K,j) 
VZd(L) - !P*(1 1 . (;*PH I ! ,/)R-3B.O*PHITP7(L1K)+9. 0*PH ITPZ 
L (L2K)-P.0*PHITP£(L3K))/(DX6*FZ(J)J 
Wf̂ 'iTE (b»pftq) Lr.)»V/b(L> 
1 V/.(L3K»J) = TP*(~ll.u*-PHI (L3K#d) + l8.Q + PHl (L2Kr J)-P.U* 
i PHI (LiK»J)+2'G*PVII <L» J> )/(0X6*^7 (J) ) 






C^LL ACLb ( L . J . A I r A P r C l » C 2 » E l » E 2 » G l » A C X , A c E X ) 
K. 
< ^ , X » » V 7 B ( • , l P , ' > ' * l ? * ' ) = » » F l 0 . 6 > 
( L r d r K r l P ) 
M) OQ TO 3 
LIK - L -
L^K = L - P*K 
L3K r L - ^ * K 
LH<\ r L - 4*K 
l^ (L .L- . p .OR. L .OT 
LU_ - B ( L , J 
IK ( I I VPw(L ,d ) - " ) l r 2 ' 3 
JO <4 IK - 1 , 3 , 1 
LK = L - ; K * K 
C'-LL iTZ ( L K . d . 3 / ) 
CONTINJE 
V / B ( L J = r P * ( 1 1 . 0 * P H l B D « - l « . ° * P H I T P 7 ( L l K ) . » - 9 . o * P H l T P Z 
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L (I ? K ) - ? , 0 * P H l T P Z ( k 1 K ) ) / ( n X f i * E Z ( J ) ) 
w i U T E (<->»,*>ti9j L ' v l » V / ' H l J 
• V / A ( U = T P * f ( fc« i : + l P . G * A l + 6 . i J * A 2 ) * P h l R D R - C 2 * E ? . * P H l ( L , 
i J ) ^ . 0 * A 2 + E ? * P H l ( L 1 K , J ) - A 2 * C ? * P H I f L 2 K , J ) ) 
2 / ( A C E X * E 7 < J > ) 
W h l T F ( O » / B R > L f J » V 7 A ( L ) 
l P * ( ? 5 . ^ * p H l { L » J ) - ^ y . 0 * P H l ( L l K » J ) + 3 6 . 0 * P H l 
( L ? K , , J ) - l 6 . 0 * p H i ( L 3 K » J ) + 3 . U * P H K L < 4 K » J ) ) 
/ n x l 2 * E 7 ( J ) ) 
= r P * < 3 . 0 + P''T (L» J ) + 1 0 . 0 * P H I < L 1 K , J ) - 1 ^ . 0 * P H I 
( L 2 K r J ) + 6 . 0 * P H l ( L 3 K , J ) - P H T ( L ' 4 K , J ) ) / ( 
n>x i2 *EZ< J ) ) 







U..«,X. • V7A 





L L J 
SUL3ROurI"K TT7 0 _ » J # b 7 ) 
INCLUDE ..'iMFNSiLlST 
IF (I ryPL(L»J) .OF. £2 ^0 TO i 
,)/i - PHI.••-.[)R - P H I (Lf J) 
PnlTPZ(L) = PHlCLfJ) + D7_I*(t*2!/B(L'J>) 
WHITE (b'QoA) L>PHITPZ(L) 
0 0 TO > 
J Z I = P i l l (L » J + .1 ) - P h i (L» J ) 
p ; I T P / . : ( L ) = P H l ( L » J ) + 0 7 1 * B Z 
. j h l T E ( f i » - ; j ^ ) L # P u l T P / { i - ) 
I" (» P H I T P 7 ( » * 1 2 ' f ) = » r F l 2 » 7 ) 
» > F 1 0 • ft > 
K J R M A 
R>- TUR , 
E-..0 
SUJPvOUTl Jf" VXAR ( L » J » K » A X ) 
INCLUJE ^IVEN5»LIST 
I F ( I H P - f L . J ) - 3 ) l # 4 - » 2 
J CALL . i j F (L» J » B 1 , B 2 , ! V . , F 2 » B D F ^ ) 
>;,\ri(L) - ( U . n + l ? . 0 * ^ M + b . G * B 2 ) * P H l B n R - D 2 * F 2 * P H T ( L » J ) 
1. + p . n * B ? + F p * r ) H l ( l - , j - U - B P * D 2 * P H l ( L » J - ? ) ) / ( 
r: 0 F 7 + E 7 ( J ) ) 
W;<lTE ( or PB7 ) L» If V x B ( L ) 
? ^ X ( L . J ) - ( ^ . f i * P i U (|.» J - ' + ) - l 6 « u * P H I < L » J - 3 > + 3 6 . 0 t P H I ( L , 
1 J - 2 ) - ^ H . r * P H l ( l - r J - l ) + 2 5 « 0 * P H l < L f J) ) / ( D 7 1 2 * 
d L 7 f J.) ) 
V X ( L » J - i > = ( - P H 1 (L» J - ' * > + 6 . 0 * P H I ( L ' J - 3 ) - l R t O * P H l ( L » J - ? 
1 ) + l r . 0 * P I I (L» J - 1 ) + 3 . 0 * P H I ( L » J ) ) / ( i 7 1 2 * E Z 
c, { J - I ) ) 
. ' J .'> JK - Jp.;> , - i 
5 V X ( L . J K ) - ( P H K L r J K - 2 ) - B . 0 * P ! , I ( L r ^ K - l > + t i . 0 * P H T < L r J K + l 
I 1 -PH1 <L» JK + 2 ) ) / 0 ? 1 2 * E Z ( JK> ) 
I F ( I I'YP-. ( L , J ) . M t . 
L '.; 0 7 J -1 = J 1 , J 3 9 - 1 
CALL I T X ( L » J M # K , A X ) 
1) GO TO 
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7 CONTINUE 
V X A ( L ) = ( - ? . 0 * P N l TPX( J - 3 ) »-9. o*PH iTpx { J - 2 ) - 1 8 . 0 *PHITpx 
1 ( J - l ) + l l . n * P H l B D R ) / ( D Z 6 * E ? ( J > ) 
WKlTE (o>?Bf>) L f J r V x A ( L ) 
Zbf> FORMAT ^2SX,»VXA ( • , 1 ? , »t • » I 2 , • ) - » , F l 0 . f c ) 
2b7 F O R M A I ' ( r : . )X.»vxB ( • , I?, • > f » 1 2 , » ) = »,FlO.<S) 
H RtTuRJ 
L N D 
SUBROUTINE TTX (L»JtK»AX) 
INCLUDE ^ IMFNS.LTST 
IF ( i T r P c ( L . J ) . N E . 3) GO TO 1 
DXl = PHlROR - PHI<L» J) 
H H l T P ^ ( J ) = P H I ( L » J ) + D X l * ( A X / A ( L ' J ) ) 
WRITE ( o r q C 7 ) J » P H I T P X ( J ) 
Gu TO •> 
1 jxl _ PHl(L+K»d) - PHI(L»J) 
PHlTPX(J) = PHld.fJ) + 0XI*AX 
wKlTE (6*907) J#PHItPX(L) 
907 FORMAT (• PHITPX(i t12t•) = »rFl2»7) 
2 RETURN 
E i v D 
SUriROJTii^E RDF ( L * J t P 1 »B2» 02 ' F2 » SD^Z ) 
INCLUDE JTMFNS 
b l = - 3 ( L r j ) 
D l = l . U + q<L »J) 
F1 = 2 . 0 4 R{L » J) 
Li 2 = d 1 * * ? 
j a - j i * t o 
F,.J = F.l**? 
tiQfZ - 2.n*fli*[>l*F ; l-*Dz 
KLTURM 
c f ••»'D 
MAIN SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS 
( Start ~) 
t 
Read in control 
parameters 













"TRIDAG"-solve a [* 







gradient in the 
rad ia l direct ion 
"SIMPS" - perform 
the numerical 





in the upstream 
I "CSL"-calculate 
the mass transfer 
parameters in 
the upstream  
"CSR"-calculate 





in the downstream 




COMMON DX,D7.M»N,MPtfMP2»MHAl-F»NlfNLrNPl»RfPF:»PTf Tl» 
i VZFRO.DXOVDZ»DZSQ»EPSMAX»VOPE»ICOUNT»EP«;»MR 
COMMON AC(ia^), «C(1^3)» CCH43), Dc(l**3), CSTAR<61> 
1 1*0), CGUEsS(f,l#l>» 0C0z(61)» Cs(6l)r CBDR(61) 
2 » C l T P 7 ( 6 l ) f Y (143># 0 9 O L D ( 6 i ) , CSoLD(61>1^3) 
3 f M M ) . F L 0 C N U ( 6 D r ^Z (1^3> 
COMMON I/X(61,H*3)» vZ(6lrl43>> VXA<61>» VyB(61)» VZA 
1 (bl)i V78(61)# 0X2' DZ2» DZ&, DZ8 
END 
C LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER FLOW PAS? MULTIPLE CYLINDERS WITH 
C SURFACE MASS TRANSFER 
C AUTHOR: TA-YEH J. FANG. SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 




READ (5»l02) M»NL rPT»R»ALPHA'BETArVzERO,EpSMAX 
EPS = l.OE-fc 
PAI = 3.J-U1S926536 
DX = PAl/N' 
MHALF = 'vl/2. 4- 1 
MP I = .v| + 1 
MP2 : 'H ? 
ZX = KLOG(PT) 
uZ = ZX/N|. 
Nl =NL + 1 
UZSQ = J/!**? 
DX0VD2 = DX/D7 
SCHMOT = 560.0 
PE = R*SCHMDT 
0X2 = 2.0*LX 
UZ2 = 2.u*D7 
L>2<+ = 4.0*07 
Dl6 - b,0*D7 
DZ# = 8.0*07 
VOPE - 0.5*V7ERO*PE 
TI = i.0/(PF*DZSQ) 
DO 10 J = M ,151.1 
hJMi = J . i 
PTOVRL. = PT/FXP(FJM1*0Z> 
XOVROX = \STN(PT0VRE)/0X 
IMI - XOVfcQy + EPS 
IF (IMI .LT. 1) GO TO H 
10 CONTINUL 
11 NP1 = J - 1 
N = NPl - .1 
WRITE (6»P30) DZ.DX»R»MrNrPT'ALPHA'BETA,NL.rVZERO# 
1 EPSMAX 
DO 12 J = 1.NP1H 
12 £Z(J> = £*P<(J-1)*D7) 
MD2 = V t 
00 690 J = l.NPid 
DO 690 I = 1.MD2.1 
LI = 2*(1 - 1) + 1 
Lk = 2*1 
690 READ <5»ln5) <IQ»JQ.VX(KrJ)*VZ(K,j), K=Ll.L2.1) 
00 691 J = 1»NP1.1 
b9l READ (5rln7) TOt JG,VX(MPl * J) • VZ(MPl, J) 
C DETERMINE THF CONCENTRATION PROFILES IN THE LEFT HALF 
C DOMAIN 
1 = 1 
CbUESSU'l) = 1.60 
CSTAR(Jri) = CGUES5(1»D 
CSTAR(i»Npi) =1.0 
CBOR(i) = CSTAR(1»NP1) 
DO 60 0 J r p,N»l 
T3 = \1?M, J)*E2(J)/DZt+ 
AC(J) = Ti + T3 
BC(J) = -?_.o*Tl 
CC(J) = ft - T3 
600 DC(J) - O.C 
ITER A .- o 
GO TO bÔ ' 
601 IF ((ITEKA/pnO)*?00 .ME. ITE^A) GO TO 6oll 
WRITE (b>?3l) I#ITERA 
wRiTE (6rpun> (K,CSTAR(I»K) r K = l»Nll»l) 
WRITE (b>?35) CBDR(I) 
STOP 
6011 CSTAR(1»1) - CGUES5(1»1) 
602 0C(2) = -AC(?)*CsTAR(l»l) 
DC(N) = -CC(M)*CSTAR(1,NP1) 
CALL TRluAG (?,N,AC»BC,CC»DC'Y) 
ITERA - ITERA + 1 
DO 603 J = P,M.l 
CSTAR(lrJ) = Y(J) 
IF (CSrAK(i,j) .LT. l.o) GO T0 604 
b03 CONTINUE 
604 DO 60^ L = J,N»1 
6C5 CSTAR(lrL) = 1.0 
C G U E S S ( l M ) = ( 1 A . 0 * C S T A R ( 1 # 2 ) - 9 . 0 * C S T A R ( 1 , 3 ) + 2 . 0 
1 * C S T A R ( 1 ' 4 ) ) / < 1 L 0 + V0PE*DZ6) 
I F ( A a S < C G U F « ; S ( l i l ) - C S T A R U r l ) ) #GE. E P S M A X ) GO TO 
1601 
C S T A R ( l ' l ) = CGUES5(1»1) 
WRITE (6»P31) IrlTERA 
WRITE ( b r p 3 P ) ( J . C S T A R ( l f J ) r J = l t N P l d > 
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D C D Z ( l ) = ( - 1 1 . 0 * C S T A R ( 1 » 1 ) + 1 8 . 0 * C S T A R ( l > 2 ) - 9 . 0 * 
1 CSTAR<1»3> + 2 . 0 * C s T A R ( l , < + ) > /D?6 
WRITE ( o r ? 3 3 ) D C n ? ( l ) 
C 5 ( l ) = u C D 7 ( l ) / ( C S T A R ( l f l ) - 1 . 0 ) 
FLOCNU( i ) = - 2 . Q * C S ( 1 ) 
WRITE ( b f ? 3 H ) FLOCNU( I ) 
WRITE (lb.lOS) ItFLOCNU(I) 
I = 2 
C6UE5S(I»i) = CSTAR(I-l'l) 
C5TAR(I»i) = CSUESS(I»1) 
CSTAR(IrNpi) =1.0 
C b O R d ) = C S T A R ( I » N P l ) 
DO 606 J = ? . N » 1 
T3 = ( V Z ( T » j ) + V Z ( I - l » J > > * E Z < J ) / D Z f l 
T4 = ( V X l i . , j ) + v X ( I - l » J ) ) * E Z ( J ) / D X 2 
AC(J ) = T i + T3 
B C ( J ) = - ( 2 . n * T l + T<0 
CC(J ) = T i • T3 
b06 DC(J ) = -AC f J ) * C C ; T A R ( I - 1 » J - 1 > + < 2 « 0 * T l - T t f ) * r S T A R 
1 ( T - 1 . J ) - C C ( J ) * C S T A R ( I - 1 , J + 1 ) 
I T E R A = 0 
GO TO 60^ 
607 IF ((ITEhA/?oO)*?PO .NE. ITE^A) GO TO 6o7i 
WRITE Cb»?3l) I»ITERA 
WRITE (b»?<+n) (K?C5TAR(I»K) r K=l»Nl»l) 
WRITE <6»?3S) CBDR(I) 
STOP 
&071 CSTAR(Irl) = C&UE5S(I»1) 
DO 606 J = 2,N,1 
T4- = (VX(hJ) + vy(i-i,J}>*EZ(:d)/L)X2 
bOB DC(J) = -AC( J)*CsTAR(I-lf J-1^ + (2»0*Tl - T4)*CSTAR 
1 <T-1.J> - CC(J)*CSTAR(I-1,J4.1) 
b09 DC(2) = &C(2) - AC(p)*C5TAR(I,l) 
DC(N) = uc(NJ - CC(i,j)*CSTAR(I,NPll 
CALL (RIDAG f?,N.AC,BC,CCfOC»Y) 
ITERA = iTEPA + 1 
DO 61b J = 2#Nr 1 
CSTAR(WJ) = Y(J) 
IF (CSTAR(I,J) .LT. 1.0) ©0 T0 611 
610 CONTINUE 
oil DO 61 £ L - j,H*l 
612 CSTAR(lrL) = 1.0 
C G U E S S ( I M ) = ( l R . 0 * C 5 T A R ( I r 2 ) - 9 . 0 * C S T A R ( 1 , 3 ) + 2 . 0 * 
1 C < ; T A R ( I , 4 ) > / ( l l « 0 + V0PE*Dz6) 
I F ( A S S ( C s U F S 5 ( I t l ) ~ C S T A R ( I , 1 > ) . G E . EPsMAX) GO TO 
1 6 J 7 
C S T A R ( I » i ) = CGUESS( I#1) 
WRITE (6r?3n ItlTERA 
^RlTE (or?32) (J.CSTAR(IrJ)f J=l,MPl>l) 
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OCDz(i) = (-ll.O*CSTAK(If1> + 18.0*CSTAR(I»2) - 9.0* 
1 CSTAR(I»3> f 2.0*CsTAR(I,4) )/D76 
WHITE (o»?33) DCnZ(l) 
CSd) = JCD7(I)/(C5TAR(I»1) - 1.0) 
FLOCNU(i) = -2.0*CS(D 
WRITE (b»?3<i) FLOCNUCI) 
WRITE (lb,103) I.FLOCNU(I) 
UO 613 I = 3,MHAL_F,1 
CALL C5L (I) 
613 CONTINUE 
DETERMINE THF CONCENTRATION PROFILES IN THE RIGHT 
HALF UOMMIN 
MR = MHALF + 1 
DO 14 I = MR,MP1.1 
00 13 J = 1,N1.1 
13 CSTAR(IrJ) = 1.0 
14 CbORd) = l.n 
ICOUNT = o 
65() ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1 
IF (ICOUNT .GT. POO) STOP 
IF ((ICOUMT/50>*50 .NE. ICOUNT) GO TO 6501 
WRITE (6>?ln) ICOUNT 
6501 00 652 I = MRrMrl 
00 651 J = 1 ,H \M 
651 CSOLDdrJ) - CST/vR(IrJ) 
65? CbOLD(I) = CRDR(I) 
DO 653 I = MR*MM 
CALL CSR (I) 
IF (caDR(i) .LE. CSTAR(IfNl)) GO TO 652l 
F U = 1 - 1 
ZOVRDZ = (AL0G(PT/SIN(FI1*0X>))/DZ 
BZZ = Z0VRD7 + 1.0 - Nl 
Pi = IN̂ PI « Ml 
DCS = CSTAR(T#N1) - 1.0 
CbOR(I) = CSTAR(IrNl) - DCS*<BZZ/Pl) 
6521 lr ((ICOUMT/50)*S0 .NE. ICOUNT) GO TO 653 
WKlTE (6»p36) 
WRITE (6»?3?) (K,CSTAR(I»K), K=l»Nl»l) 
DCOz(i) = (-ll.O*CSTAR(Irl) + 18.0*CSTAR(lr2) - 9.0* 
1 CqTAR(I»3) + 2.0*CSTAR(I,4))/D76 
CS(I) = DcD7(I)/(CSTAR(Irl) - 1.0) 
FLOCNU(I) = -2.0*CS(I) 
WRITE (6rp37) 
WRITE (6qlo) IrCBDR(I) rDCDz(l)»CStl) 
WRITE (6rp34) FLoCNlj(I) 
653 CONTINUE 
1 = MP1 
00 669 J = 1,N1»1 
669 CSOLD(I'J) = CSTAR(I»J) 
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CB0L.DII) = CROR(I) 
CGUESS(irl) = ?.0*CSTAR(I-1#1) 
CSTAR(I»1) = CGURSS(Irl) 
CSTAR(I»Npi) =1.0 
CBDR(I) = CSTAR(IrNPl) 
DO 670 J = ?,NLM 
T3 = (VZ(ipJ) 4- VZ(I-l»J))*EZ(J)/0Za 
T4 = WXd,j) 4- VX(I-1PJ)>*EZ(J)/QX2 
AC<J) = Ti + T3 
bC(j) = ~(?.n*Ti + T*n 
CC(J) = li • T3 
b70 DC(J) = -AC(j)*C«;TAR(I-l»J-lJ + (?• 0*Tl-Ti*> *CSTAR (1-1 # 
1 wo - CC(J)*CSTAR(I-1'J+1) 
S(I) = ,'NlPi - Ni 
Si = S(I) + 1.0 
S2 = S (I ) + ?. 0 
SlGJ = Sl**2 
S2Q = 52**? 
S'J = S( 1 ) **? 
ST = SU)*=M 
SB = S(i)*Sl*S2 
Tb7 = (V/iU.Nl) 4- V7(I-lfNl))*EZ(Nl)/(SB*DZ8) 
TB6 = Tl/c.8 
TL9 = (VA(i,Mi) + VX(I-l»Nl))*EZ(Nl)/DX2 
EC = Trf7*sQ*qj + T8B*S(I)*(I«0-SQ) 
IF((EC .&T. n.O .AND. AC(NL) .GT. 0.0) .OR, (EC ,LT. 
1 0.0 .AMD. AC(NL) .LT. 0.0)) GO TQ 671 
KL = i 
GO TO 67t-
o7i KC = -l 
672 TblO = K C + E C / A C ( N L ) 
ACP = 4 . , * T R 7 * S Q * S 2 + P . 0 * T B 8 * S ( I ) * ( 4 . 0 - S o ) 
BCP = r d 7 * S l * S 2 * ( 2 . 0 - 3 . 0 * S ( I > ) - T
B B * < 6 . 0 + 7 . 0*<; < I ) - S T ) 
1 +• r ; j 9 
AC(M l ) = -ACP + T81 f l *RC<NU 
3C(N1) = -BCP 4- ? . 0 * T i 3 9 + T B l o * C C < N U 
D C ( N l ) = - E C * C S T A R ( I - l , N l - l ) + A C P * C S T A R ( 1 - 1 , N L ) + 
1 RCP*CSTAR( I -1#N1) 4- 1 2 . 0 * T B 8 - 8 . 0 * T B 7 4- TBlO 
2 *DC(NL) 
I T E R A : -v 
GO TO 67b 
673 IP ( ( I T t K f , / ? n O ) * ? 0 0 . r ^ E . ITE^A) GO TO 67*4 
WRITE ( 6 » ? 3 1 ) I U T E R A 
/ .RITE <o»r>tin) ( K . C S T A R ( I ,K) , K = l » N l » l ) 
WRITE ( 6 r ? 3 S ) CBDR( I ) 
STOP 
67H C S T A R ( I r i ) = C G U E S S ( I r l ) 
T<+ = ( V / X ( T P P ) + tfX(I-l»2))*£Z(2)/jX2 
DC(2) = - A C ( ? ) * C S T A R ( I - 1 » D + < 2 . 0 * T 1 - Ti*)*CSTAR 
1 U-1,2) - CC(2)*CSTAR(I-1,3) 
675 UC<?) = UC(P) - AC(?)*CSTAR(I,1) 
CALL TRiDAG (2.N1»ACrBC»CCrDCfY) 
ITERA = iTERA + 1 
00 676 K = p . N I M 
C S T A R ( I r K ) = Y (K ) 
IF ( C S T A K ( I , K ) . L T . 1.0> GO T 0 677 
676 CONTINUE 
GO TO 679 
677 JO 678 L - I<,N].M 
678 CSTAR(IrL) = 1.0 
679 C G U E S S ( I M ) = (lfl.0*CSTAR(If2:) - g. O*CSTAR (1,3) + 
1 2.0*CSTAR(I»4h/(ll*0 + V0pE*DZ6) 
IF (ABS(CGUE^S(I#1) - CSTAR(IfD) .GE. EPSMAX) GO TO 
1673 
CSTAR(I>1) = CGUESS(I»1) 
IF ((ICOU,N]T/50)*50 .N£. ICOU^T) GO TO 654 
WRITE (6r?3l) I>ITERA 
WKlTE (6»?3f,) 
WRITE (6»?3?) (K.CSTAR(IrK)r K=l»Ml»l) 
OCOzd) - < - U . 0 * C S T A R ( I » 1 ) + 18 #0*CSTAR(T»2) - 9,0* 
1 CqTAR(I»3) + 2.0*CSTAR(I,4))/D76 
CSU) = 0cD7(l)/(CSTAR(I»l) - 1.0) 
FLOCNU(I) = -?.0*CS(I) 
WRITE (6»?37) 
WRITE (bMln) I'CBOR(I)»DCQZ<I)rCS<I) 
WRITE (6r?3tt) FLOCNU(I) 
AVEGRA = GRAD (M,DCDZ) 
WRITE <6»?3ft) AVEGRA 
OVRLNU = -(2.0*SIMPS (CS»DX»l,MPl))/PAl 
WRITE (br?39) OVRLNU 
bbU DO 656 I - MRrMPlil 
UO 656 J = WNlrl 
o56 IF (A3S(Cc;TAR(I»J) - CSOLD(I'J)) .GE. EPSMAX) GO TO 
1650 
DO 65b 1 = MRtMPltl 
b55 IF (A6S(CBDR(I) - CROLD<I>> »GE. EPSMAX) GO TO 650 
WRITE (brpin) ICOUNT 
WRITE (6r?3D IrlTERA 
DO 657 I = MR»MPl»1 
WRITE (6»?<+l) I 
WRITE (6r?3A) 
WRITE (6fp3?) (K,CSTAR{I»K)» K=l»Nl,l) 
D C D z d ) = ( . U . O * C S T A R ( I r l ) + 1 8 . 0 * C S T A R ( I r 2 ) - 9 . 0 * 
1 CSTAR<1,3) + 2 . 0 * C S T A R ( I , 4 ) ) / D 7 6 
C S ( I ) = D c D 7 ( I ) / ( C S T A R ( I f 1 ) - 1 . 0 ) 
FLOCNU( i ) = - P . 0 * C S ( I ) 
WRITE ( 6 » p 3 7 ) 








































?34) FLoCNi j ( I ) 
.103) I .FL0CNUd> 
= 1»MP1,1 
















*Hr, IT^RA = f I3) 
H1,14X» 'CONVERGENCE CONDITION HAS BEEN'» 








231 FORMAT (/ 
232 FORMAT (/ 
233 FORMAT (l 
1 t 
234 FORMAT (1 
1 F 
235 FORMAT (/ 
236 FORMAT (/ 
237 FORMAT (/ 
238 FORMAT (1 
1 ' 
239 FORMAT (1 
1 F 
240 FORMAT (b 
241 FORMAT (/ 
STOP 
E H O 
S U B R O J T I N 
J = '. l3/(lO(I3rFg # 6 ) )) 
Hl.ftX.'fJZ = • »F8.6f8Xf »DX = »»F8.6,8X.'R = •» 
S.1.8Xr'M = »,I3»8X'»N = ffl3»8X,'PT = 'rF4.2 
//.5X»'ALPHA = •^Tb«3»7X»'BETA = 'rF6.3»8Xr 
NL = •rI2#lOXi,VZERO = ',Fg,6,6X,'EPSMAX = 'i 
f\. n 
?5x.»I - ',l2,4Xr'lTERA = i,l3) 
S<T4#F13.7)) 
MG,?2X*'LOCAL CONCENTRATION GRADIENT OCDZ = i 
Flo.ft) 
H0r22Xr'LOCAL N U S 5 £ L T NUMBER FLOCNU = •» 
1 0 . ft) 
» CBDR = » »Fl3,7) 
» CONCENTRATION jN THE L Q W E R D O M A I N V ) 
• BOUNDARY CONCENTRATION (CBDR)>DCD7 AND C S V ) 
HO,12X*'AVERAGE CONCENTRATION GRADIENT '» 
sVFGKA = '»F10,6) 
HO,12X»'OVERALL NUSSELT NUMBER OvERNU = •> 
1 0 . ft ) 
(I4,F13.7)) 
t I = »»T2/) 
F CSL (IH) 
INCLUDE .01 MENS r LIST 
C6UESS(lH,i) = CSTAR(IH-I'l) 
C S T A R ( I H r i ) = C G U E S S U H ' D 
FlHi . In « , 
ZOVRDZ = (AL0G(PT/SIN(FIH1*DX) ) )/f)Z 
BZ.J = Z0VRD7 + 1.0 
J = BZJ 
BZ = b/J - J 
IF (IM ,.Mfr. MHALF) GO TO 6I4I 
CHF = l..j 
C S T A R ( I H r j ) = CHF 
6 i m J l = J - 1 
UO 61> K = P . J I M 
T3 = y 2 d H » K ) * E Z ( K ) / D Z 
T<+ = V / X ( I H » K ) * E Z ( K ) / D X 
AC(K) = ^ . j * T l + T 3 / 2 . 0 
BC(K) = - ( < + . o * T l + 3 . 0 * T < + / 2 , Q ) 
CC(K) = ^ . G * T l - T 3 / 2 . 0 
615 DC(K) = l u * ( C S T A R ( l H - 2 f K ) / 2 . 0 - 2 . 0 * C s T A R ( l H - 1 , K ) ) 
I F U B S (H7\ . L T . EPS) GO T 0 618 
DO 617 iK r 1 , 2 r l 
I l iK = I h - I K 
CALL iTCL ( T H K , J # B Z J ) 
b l 7 CONTINUE 
B2 = B Z * * ? 
D l = 1 .0 4 R7 
02 r J l * * ? 
dD = L i / * D i 
H i = 1 .0 + ? . 0 * B 7 
T B I = B J / ( 2 . D * D X 0 V D 7 > 
Tb2 = V Z ( T H , J ) * E Z ( J ) / ( B D * D Z ) 
TB3 = 4 . G * M / R D 
TB<+ = V / l l H , J ) * E 7 < J ) / 0 X 2 
TB5 = (Tuip .. T B 3 ) / ( 3 . 0 * T B 1 + H l * T A N ( ( l H - 1 ) *DX) ) 
AC(J ) = T R 2 * R P + TB3*BZ + T B 5 * B 2 * T A N ( ( l H - 1 ) * D X ) 
B C ( j ) = - < T R ? * ( B ? - 1 . 0 ) + T B 3 * D 1 + 3.0*TR<+ + T B 5 * D 2 * 
1 TANK ( I H - 1 ) * D X > ) 
DC(J ) = T ^ ^ * ( C S T A R ( T H - 2 ' J > - < + . 0 * C S T A R ( I H - 1 , J ) ) + T B I 
1 * T B * * U . O * C l T P Z < I H - l ) - C l T p Z d H - 2 ) ) 
618 ITERA r C 
GO TO 62V 
619 IF ((ITEKA/2nO)*200 .ME. ITE^A) GO TO 6l9o 
WRITE (6r?3l) IH,ITE*A 
WRITE (brpi+n) (K,CSTAR(IH»K) » K=lrKj,i) 
STOP 
6190 CSTAR(IH,i) = CGuESS<IH»l> 
IF (ABS (RZ) ,GE. EPS) GO TO 6192 
C S T A R ( I H # j ) = CHF 
TH = V x d H » J 1 ) * E 7 ( J l ) / 0 X 
ll+2 
D C ( J D = T 4 * ( C S f A k ( l H - 2 » J U / 2 . 0 - 2 . 0 * C S T A R ( I H - l r J l ) ) 
DC(J1 ) = DC(J1) - C C ( J D * C S T A R ( l H r J ) 
6192 T<+ = A ( i n » ? ) * E Z ( 2 ) / D x 
QC(?) = r u * ( c S T A R ( l H - 2 » 2 ) / 2 . 0 - 2 » 0 * C S T A R < I H - 1 , 2 ) ) 
620 0 C ( 2 ) = U c ( ? ) ~ A C ( p ) * C 5 T A R ( l H » l ) 
IF (ITER/ ,GF. 1 .OR. ABS (B^) ,GE» EpS) GO TO 6200 
DC(Ji) = oC(Jl) - CC(J1)*CSTAR(IH»J) 
6200 IF (AdS (HZ) .LT. EPS) C30 TO 6201 
KJ = J 
GO TO 62U? 
6201 KJ = Jl 
6202 CALL TRl^AG (2*KjtACfBC'CC,pC,Y) 
ITtRA - ITEPA + 1 
JO 621 K = P.KJM 
CSTAR(lHrK) = Y(K) 
IF (CSTAK(IM.K) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 622 
o2l CONTINUE 
IF (ABS mz> .LT. EPS) GO TO 628 
CbOR(lH) = TR1*(<+.0*CITPZCIH-1) - CiTpZ(lH-2)> + TAN( 
1 (IH-1)*DX)*02*CSTAR(IH'KJ) - R2*CSTAR<IH, 
2 KJ-1))/(3.Q*TBl + Hl*TAN((lH-l)*DX)) 
IF (CrtDRHH) - CsTAR(IHtKJ) ) 6222 P 6p22»62pl 
b28 CbOR(lH) = (ii.0*C5TAK(lH»KJ) - CSTAR (iH, Kj-1) ) /3. 0 
IF (CJjRtlH) - CSTAR(IH'KJ) ) 6222, &222»62?1 
6221 BLZ = Z0VRD7 + i.O - KJ 
BZL - NP1 - KJ 
DCS - CSTARCTHIKJ) - 1.0 
CbOR(lH) - CSTAR(IH,KJ) - OCS+(BLZ/BZL) 
6222 IF (CLJOKUH) .LE. (l.O+EPS)) GO TO 624 
GO TO 62b 
62? DO 62̂ 3 L = K.KJ> 1 
623 C S T A R ( I U L ) = l.r, 
624 CBDR(IN) = 1.0 
u25 CGUESS(1M,1) = (i8.0*CSTAR(lHf2) - 9.0*CSTAR(IH»3) + 
1 P.0*CSTAR(IH'4))/(ll.O «• V0PE*HZ6) 
IF (AJS(LGUFSS(lHrl) - CSTAR(lH>l)) # G E . EPSMAX) GO TO 
1619 
IF (AJS (HZ) .GE. EPS) GO TO 626 
CHF = (4.n*csTAR(IH,J-l) - CSTAR (iH, J.2) ) /3. 0 
IF (AL3S(CHF - CSTAR(lH»J)) . GE. EPSMAX) GO TO 619 
C S T A R ( I H M ) = CHF 
626 C S T A R ( I H M ) - CGJESS(IH»1) 
WRITE (6rp3l) IH.ITERA 
WRITE (br?3?) (K,CSTAR(IH>K)• K=lrKj,i) 
WRITE (6rp3S) CBUR(lH) 
0 C D 7 ( I H ) = ( - 1 i . n * C s T A R ( l H , l > + 1 8 « 0 * C S T A R ( I H r 2 ) - 9 . 0 
1 * C S T A R ( I H , 3 > + 2 « 0 * C S T A R ( I H , 4 ) ) / Q Z 6 
WRITE ( 6 » ? 3 3 ) DCDZ( lH) 
C S ( I H ) = 0 C 0 7 ( I H > / ( C S T A R ( I H > 1 > - 1«0 ) 
1*3 
FLOCNJ(Xh) = -2.n*Cs(IH> 
WRITE (6»^3U) FLOCNU(IH) 
WRITE (1^,103) IH»FLOCNU(IH) 
103 FORMAT U3»F12.7> 
231 FORMAT <lM0#?5X»»I = • # I2><*X" ITERA = f»l3) 
232 FORMAT </s(I<*,Fl3.7)) 
233 FORMAT (lnO#?2Xr'LOCAL CONCENTRATION GRADIENT DCDZ = « 
1 »Fln.6) 
23iv FORMAT (iH0»?2X#»L0CAL NUSSE^-T NUMBER FLOCNU = •» 
1 F1 c. ft) 
235 FORMAT </• CRDR = • * F13.7) 
240 FORMAT lb(I(ifEl3.7) ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE T T CL (L»J»SZ> 
INCLUDE uiMFNS.LlST 
IF (L .£<J. 1 ) GO TO 3 
FL1 = L - 1 
ZOVRQZ = (AL0G(PT/SIN(FL1*0X>))/DZ 
JZ = ZOVR-)Z 4- 1.0 
DO 1 K = 1>J7>1 
IF (CSTAk(L,K) .LE. 1.0> G0 T 0 3 
1 CONTINUE; 
BZl = •iZ - J7 
IF (J^ .MP. j) GO TO 2 
BZZ = 70VRD7 + 1.0 - JZ 
DCI = CSVARd.,JZ) - C3DR(L) 
CITPZ(L) = CSTAR(L,J) - DCI*«BZI/3Z7) 
GO TO 'I 
2 DCI = csr.-iR(L»J) - CSTAR(L-,J+D 
CiTPZ(L) = CSTAR(L,J> - DCl*Bzi 
GO TO < 
3 CITPZ(L) = 1.0 
4. WRITE (6>?i+?) L#CITPZ(L) 
242 FORMAT (» r. UP? ( • »12 » ' ) =»'F12.7> 
RLTUR,. 
END 
SUBROUTINIT CSR (IN) 
INCLUDE L/I MEMS 1 LIST 
CGUESSHM,!) r CsTAR (IH-1' 1) 
C S T A R ( I M n ) = CGUESS<IH»1> 
DO 660 K = ? , N L f 1 
T3 = \ / Z l i H t K ) * E 2 < K ) / D Z 
T<+ = V X ( I H » K ) * E Z ( K ) / D X 
AC(K) = £ . G * T 1 + T 3 / 2 . 0 
bC(K) = - < 4 . n * T l + 3 . 0 * T 4 / 2 , 0 ) 
CC(K) = c.0*Tl - T3/2.0 
b60 DC(K) = Tu*(cSTA«(lH-2»K)/2.0 - 2.0*CsTAR(lH-1,K)) 
IF (IH .LT. M) GO TO 66l 
luk 
S d H ) = NPl - N l 
GO TO 66>I 
661 I h i = 1H - 1 
ZOVRD^ = ( A L O G ( P T / S l N ( l H l * D x h ) / D 7 
bZJ = / 0 V R D 7 + 1 . 0 
S ( l H ) = t>7J - N l 
DO 66a IK = 1 , ? . M 
l r lK = IN + tK 
CALL ITCK (THK,B7J) 
b6? CONTINUL 
663 Si = b(Iri) + 1.0 
S2 = S(It') 4 2.0 
S10 = Sl**2 
S2Q = S2**2 
SO = SdH.)**p 
ST = S ( I r ' ) * * 3 
Sti = S ( m ) * c ; i * c ; 2 
Tb6 - SB/OXOVDZ 
TB7 = V Z U H , N 1 ) * E Z ( N D / ( D Z 2 * S B ) 
T;jfl = 2.0*T1/SB 
Tb9 = VXlTH»Nl)*EZ(Nl)/DX2 
EC = -(Tt7*c;(»-*si + TB8*S(IH)*(1 #O-SQ)) 
IF (IN .LT. vi) GO TO 636 
IF ((EC -ST. 0.0 .AND. AC(NL> .GT. 0.0) .OR. (EC .LT. 
1 0.0 .AND. AC(NL) .LT. 0.0)) 60 TO 63^ 
KC = i 
GO TO 601 
63<* KC = -1 
635 TBlO = KC*EC/AC(NL) 
AC(NI) = u.r,*t37«SQ*S2 + 2.U*T68*S<lH)*(<+.0-SQ) + TBlO 
1 *BC(NL> 
dC(Nl) = TB7*S1.*S2*(2.0-3.0*S(IH) ) - TB8*(6.0+7.0* 
1 S(IH)-ST) - 3.0*T89 + TBlO*CC(NL) 
DC(Nl) = i.n*T37 - f>,Q*T38 - TB9* («*. 0*CsTAR( IH-1 >Nl) -
1 CSTAR(lH-2fNl)) + TBl0*DC(NL) 
GO TO 63b1 
636 TBll = (4,o*TR7 - 6.C*TB8)/(3,Q*T36 + 2.0*TAN(TH1*DX) 
1 *(?.n + 6.0*S(IH) • 3»0*SQ)> 
TB12 = TCJH*TAM(IH1*DX) 
EC = r'Jl£*SQ*StQ - EC 
IF ((EC .GT. 0.0 .AND. AC(NL> .GT. 0.0) .OR. (EC .LT. 
1 0.0 »\ND. AC(NL) .L.T. 0,0)) GO TO 637 
KC = 1 
GO TO 63t 
637 KC = -L 
636 TB13 = KC*EC/AC(iML) 
AC(N1) = - ( ? . 0 * T B . 1 2 * S 2 Q * S G + 4 . G*T B 7*SQ*S2 + 2 . 0 * T B 6 * 
1 q d H ) * U . O - S Q ) > + TB13*BC(NL) 
B C ( N D = T 3 l ? * S l Q * S 2 0 + T ^ 8 * ( 6 . 0 + 7 « 0 * S ( l H ) - S T ) + 3 . 0 * 
1 TB9 - TB7*Sl*52*(2.0 - 3.0*S(lHM + T^l3* 
2 CC(NL) 
DC (Nl> = TB9*U,0*CSTAR(IH-1»N1) - C5TAR (IhU2r Ml) ) -
1 TB**TBll*U.Q*CITPZ<lH + l) - ZljP? < IH+?) ) + 
2 TB13*DC(NL> 
6 3 8 1 ITERA - u 
GO TO 6 4 J . 
639 I F < (JLTER/V?nO)*?00 .NE» I T E ^ A ) GO TO 64O 
WRITE (br?3l) IHrlTERA 
WHITE (6'?3*) 
WRITE (br?4n> (K,C5TAR(lHrK) » K=l,Ni,i) 
.vRlTE (b*?35) C3DR(lH) 
STOP 
610 CSTAR(IH»D = CGuES5<IH»l> 
T4 = tfX<iH»?)*EZ<2>/Dx 
DC(?) = Ta*(CSTAR(lH-2»2)/2.0 - 2.0*CsTAR(IH-1•2)) 
641 DC(2) = L»C(?) - AC(P)*C5TAR(IH»1) 
CALL TRldaG (?,NifAC'3C'CC,DCfY) 
ITERA = iTERA + 1 
DO 642 K = ?,N.l » I 
C5TAR(IH,K) = Y(K) 
IF (CST*K(IH.K) .LT. 1.0) GO TO 643 
64? CONTINUE 
IF (IH .E<a. M) GO TO 6441 
C3t )R ( iH ) = (TANK ? I H - l ) * D X ) * ( S i Q * s 2 Q * C S T A R ( l H r N l ) - 2 . 0 
i * S Q * S 2 Q * C S T A R ( I H ' N L ) + S Q * S l Q * C S T A R ( I H , 
2 N L - D ) + T B 6 * ( f . 0 * c l T P Z ( l H + D - CITPZCIH 
3 + 2 J > ) / ( 3 . 0 * T B 6 + 2 # 0 * T A N ( ( I H - 1 ) * D X ) * ( 2 . 0 
4 4 - f . . 0 * S ( l H ) + 3 . 0 * C Q ) ) 
IF (Ct30K(iH) .LE. (1.0 + £PS>) GO T0 6<+4l 
GO TO 64b 
643 DO 644 L = K.N1.M 
644 CSTAR(IH#L.) = l.D 
6441 CBDR(IH) = 1. n 
645 CGUEC;S(IH#1) = (ifl.o*CSTAR( lHf 2) - 9.0*CSTAR(IH»3) + 
1 P.O*CSTAR<lH»4))/<ll.O + V0PE*OZ6) 
I F (ABS<CsUF<;S( lH» l> - C S T A R ( l H r l ) ) .GE # EPSMAx) GO TO 
1639 
C S T A R ( I H r i ) = C G i j E S s U H ' l ) 
I F ( ( ICOUf, jT /SO)*sO , N E . ICOU^T) GO TO 646 
WRITE (6#?3l) IH.ITERA 
231 FORMAT (/?5X,»I = » »12 * <+X f f lTERA = f,l3) 
235 FORMAT (/i C8DR = •» F13.7) 
236 FORMAT </i CONCENTRATION iN THE L-OWER DoMAINM/) 
240 FORMAT (b(l4,El3.7)) 
646 RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE ITCR ( L r * Z ) 
INCLUDE L > I M F N S » L I S T 
DO 1 K = 1 iM1 r 1 
IF (CSTAK(L.K) .I.E. 1.0> G° T0 «• 
1 CONTINUE 
FL1 = L - i 
ZOtfRDZ = (ALOG(PT/SlN(FLl*Dxh)/D7 
BZZ = 70V^D7 + 1.0 - Nl 
BZI = az - NI 
DCI = CSTt,R(LfNl) - CBDR(L) 
Cirpz(L) = CSTAR(L»Nl) - DCl*(BZI/B7Z) 
IF (CITPZ(L) .LE. (1.0 + EPS>) GO T0 4 
GO TO 5 
if CITPzlL) r 1 .0 
5 IF <(ICOUNT/«50>*50 .NE. ICOU^T) GO TO 6 
WKlTE (6>?4?) L»CITPZ(L) 
2<+2 FORMAT (• CITP7(f,l2»') = "F12.7) 
6 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE TRIDAG (IF,IU#AQ,BQ,CQ,DQ,Q) 
DIMENSION A0(1) rRQ(l) rCQ<D »°Q(1) » Q ( D »FBpTA(1^3) • 
1 GAMMA<1«*3) 
FBETA(IF) = RQ(IF) 
GAMMA(IF) = DQ(IF)/FBETA(IF) 
IFPl = IF + 1 
DO 1 K = TFP1fIU 
FBETA(K) = ROCK) - AQ(K)*CQ(K-1)/FBETA(K-1) 
1 GAMMA(K) = (DOCK) - AQ(K)*GA^MA(K-1))/FBETA(K) 
UUU) = oAMMACIU) 
LAST = IU - IF 
DO 2 \Q = l.LAST 
IV = IU - KQ 
2 QClV) = GAMMA(IV) - CQ(IV)*Q<1V+1)/FBETA(IV) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION GRAD (M,F) 
DIMENSION F(1) 
DCDz = u.n 
MP1 = A + 1 
DO 1 I = 1,MP1,1 
IF (I .EO. ! .OR. I .EQ. MPl) GO TO 2 
DCDz = DC^z + F(I) 
GO TO 1 
2 DCDz = 0\,yz 4. O.S*F(I) 
1 CONTINUE 
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